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FOREWORD
Development of nuclear fusion as a practical energy source could provide
great benefits. This fact has been widely recognized and fusion research has
enjoyed a level of international co-operation unusual in other scientific areas.
From its inception, the International Atomic Energy Agency has actively
promoted the international exchange of fusion information.
In this context, the IAEA responded in 1986 to calls for expansion of
international co-operation in fusion energy development expressed at summit
meetings of governmental leaders. At the invitation of the Director General
there was a series of meetings in Vienna during 1987, at which representatives
of the world's four major fusion programmes developed a detailed proposal for
a joint venture called International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) Conceptual Design Activities (CDA). The Director General then
invited each interested party to co-operate in the CDA in accordance with the
Terms of Reference that had been worked out. All four Parties accepted this
invitation.
The ITER CDA, under the auspices of the IAEA, began in April 1988 and
were successfully completed in December 1990. This work included two
phases, the definition phase and the design phase. In 1988 the first phase
produced a concept with a consistent set of technical characteristics and
preliminary plans for co-ordinated R&D in support of ITER. The design
phase produced a conceptual design, a description of site requirements, and
preliminary construction schedule and cost estimate, as well as an ITER R&D
plan.
The information produced within the CDA has been made available for the
ITER Parties to use either in their own programme or as part of an
international collaboration.
As part of its support of ITER, the IAEA is pleased to publish the
documents that summarize the results of the Conceptual Design Activities.
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ITER SAFETY ANALYSES - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
From the safety and environmental viewpoint, ITER is ready for the
Engineering Design Activity (EDA). There are concerns to be resolved by further design and future safety research so that ITER'S safety and environmental
performance will be more attractive. Yet, already we can say that ITER is
capable of meeting anticipated regulatory dose limits.
1. INTRODUCTION
The full report is based on four ITER safety workshops and homework
performed between them [1,2]. We present safety analyses in parallel to the
evolving conceptual design and hence many are not based on final information.
That can only be done after the Conceptual Design Activity (CDA). The effort
has identified important safety features to be pursued in the EDA. Many of the
analyses performed are conservative since they do not take credit for the
recommended safety features to provide cases in support of their
implementation.
The design and safety assessment for the divertor and first wall (PFC,
1.e., plasma facing components) remain uncertain. The PFC materials and design
are critical to know the tritium inventory, activation product hazards, chemical
energy release, plasma shutdown behavior, and protection against disruptions
and runaway electrons. Still, the present assessment is adequate to draw a broad
picture of ITER safety and environmental impact.
2. MAJOR CONCLUSIONS
The conceptual design is consistent with anticipated regulatory dose
limits for routine exposure of the public and plant personnel. We estimate the
maximum public dose from atmospheric effluents to be about 10 |xSv/yr, lower
than the target of 50 (iSv/yr.
Safety analyses show that the conceptual design is consistent with the
anticipated regulatory dose limit for accidents, 100 mSv. These analyses have
identified potential problems and uncertainties to be resolved in the EDA and via
safety research. This conclusion assumes that the divertor substrate is either
niobium or copper. There is insufficient information to assess a molybdenum (or
Mo-Re) substrate.
The dominant accident hazard in the physics phase is tritium. The
carbon PFC causes about half the 6 kg-tritium onsite inventory. Tritium associated with carbon PFC includes tritium co-deposited on carbon, tritium in
carbon dust, and tritium in carbon waste processing.
The dominant accident hazard in the technology phase is activated
tungsten. The best approach to insuring the safety of tungsten activation
11

products is to keep the tungsten cool, below about 500 °C in any accident. The
tritium inventory decreases by about 3 kg with the assumed removal of carbon in
the technology phase. Up to 1 kg accumulates in the beryllium multiplier during
the technology phase. So, the technology phase tritium inventory is about 4 kg on
site at ITER.
3. SAFETY APPROACH
The ITER safety approach protects the public and plant workers from
radiological hazards that may emerge during operation, operational transients, or
accidents. We recommend the following risk and passive safely targets, as
ultimate public safety goals, which are also shown in the working ITER risk limits
in figure 1:
1.

Doses due to all operational and anticipated transients should be limited
by the equipment boundaries and stay below 1 mSv (100 mrem).
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Fig. 1. Working ITER risk limits
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2.
3.

Doses calculated for low probability accidents and for very low
probability accidents, which take credit for radioactivity confinement by
the buildings, should stay below 10 mSv (1 rem).
A strong effort based on passive features should be made to keep also
those doses below 100 mSv (10 rem), which are calculated under
hypothetical assumptions and do not take credit for confinement by the
buildings.

These are more conservative than current national regulations. In
particular, such regulations provide for credit for confinement buildings. Working
toward the proposed recommendations will make ITER more attractive and
increase margins in satisfying regulatory requirements.
4.

Dose rates in plant areas normally accessible by personnel should stay
below 25 nSv/h (2.5 mrem/h).

The layers in the ITER multi-layer safety approach are high quality
nuclear components and process equipment, active safety systems, passive
features, and radioactivity confinement and filtering. Figure 2 shows examples.
These layers implement the principle of "defense in depth." Active safety systems
must meet the "single failure criterion." There must be more careful
consideration of where and how active safety systems (or features) should be
implemented.
Passive safety features offer further protection even when all active and
control operations fail [1,2].
Radioactivity confinement is also important [3]. During tokamak
operation, there must be three confinement barriers around all major
radioactivity inventories. The first barrier is the process equipment itself. The
second barrier is either localized confinement such as gloveboxes or active
isolation valves. The third barrier is typically the tokamak building.
ITER recognizes the As-Low-As-Reasonably-Achievable (ALARA)
principle. As ITER moves into the EDA, ALARA will increasingly guide design.
We have formulated a set of anticipated regulatory requirements, which
are a consensus average that conservatively interprets national requirements and
present international trends. The anticipated regulatory requirements are as
follows:
1.
2.
3.

Public doses due to normal operation effluents should stay below
0.1 mSv/yr (10 mrem/yr).
Public doses calculated for any accident of regulatory concern should
stay below 100 mSv (10 rem).
Average plant personnel doses should stay below 10 mSv/yr (1 rem/yr).

Doses referred to in this report are chronic doses for normal operation
effluents and doses from early exposure (with 50-years dose commitment) for
accidental releases.
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TABLE 1. PASSIVE SAFETY FEATURES CONSIDERED FOR ITER
Features implemented in conceptual design:
Carbon PFC operating temperatures limited
= = > C-air does not ignite, and C-steam reaction does not produce enough
hydrogen for explosive mix.
Inert gas zones surround tokamak and vacuum boundary.
= = > Reduces chance for C-air, W-air, or Hj-air reactions.
Tritium eloveboxes use inert gas.
= = > Reduces combustion hazard.
Water temperature limited for normal operation below 150 °C.
= = > Limits accident overpressures during normal tokamak operation.
Major radioactivity inventories have closed recirculating ventilation.
= = > Improves reliability of isolating confinement during all accidents.
Most in-vessel components designed for natural circulation.
= = > If pumps or power fail, minimal damage, it plasma burn stops.
Auxiliary passive heat exchanger in series with normal heat exchanger.
= = > Sufficient to remove decay heat if normal active heat sink lost.
Filter/vent allows confinement blowdown if overpressure at 30 kPa.
= = > Radioactivity confinement not jeopardized even if high overpressure.
Features recommended for the future:
Include passive, rapid (1 s) means to shutdown plasma during LOCA/LOFA.
= = > Possibly prevent damage to in-vessel components.
Eliminate graphite/carbon as PFC surface.
= = > Recluce PFC tritium inventory by order of magnitude, to say 100 g-T.
Limit
to 100possibility
°C for all of
PFC
= = >water
Eliminate
highoperations.
accident overpressures from hot water.
Increase tritium burn fraction in plasma from current 2.6%.
= = > Reduce processing tritium inventory by perhaps factor of 5.
Include assured means to control PFC dust inventory.
= = > Reduce dust inventory by an order of magnitude, to perhaps 1 kg.
Consider dual independent cooling loops for PFC.
= = > Provide passive means to survive break/blockage of coolant headers, as
opposed to break/blockage of individual tubes.
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4. PASSIVE SAFETY
The two major motivations for developing fusion energy are the potential to be safer than the competition and the potential to secure a virtually
unlimited future energy source. To guide fusion toward fulfilling its high safety
and environmental potential, ITER is trying as much as possible to achieve
targets including passive safety. There are three steps in working toward passive
safety.
1.
2.
3.

Reduce radioactivity inventories as much as possible. This is "inventorybased" passive safety.
Where inventories remain significant, reduce the possible mobilization
of the radioactivity without depending on active systems. This is
"mobility-based" passive safety.
Where the mobilizable inventory remains significant, provide as passive
a radioactivity confinement as possible.

Table 1 lists ITEk passive safety features. In the extreme case of all
active safety systems and radioactivity confinement failing, passive safety features
are not yet adequate to limit public doses to about 100 mSv (10 rem). Thus,
ITER is not now fully "passively safe". Ideas exist that, if implemented in the
EDA and validated by research, would improve ITER safety performance.
Specifically, the degree of passive safety would increase with the following three
actions:
1.
2.
3.

Reduce use of carbon and the corresponding tritium inventories and
chemical reactions.
Increase tritium burn fraction from 2.6% as much as possible, thereby
reducing tritium inventories.
Solve the tungsten volatility problem by removing tungsten, lowering loss
of coolant accident (LOCA) temperatures, shorten LOCA duration, or
removing water coolant.

5. TECHNICAL RESULTS
5.1. Plasma physics
Our studies indicate that plasma physics assumptions and operating
modes have significant safety impact. Examples are the tritium burn fraction,
thermal energy deposition from plasma disruptions, electromagnetic forces from
plasma disruptions, damage from runaway electrons, potential short-term overpower transients if the plasma is thermally unstable, ability to shutdown the
plasma passively and quickly, and need for vertical position control. Future
physics and safety research should improve safety performance in these areas.
In particular, the need for normal and off-normal burn control is vital,
including emergency shutdown. If all active burn control systems fail, there may
16

be a possibility of overpower transients up to 2 times normal power, depending
on the applicable beta limit. The overpower transient is self-limiting since it
would trigger a disruption. Studies of burn stability and control must have high
priority.
5.2. Plasma-Facing Components
Most major safety issues are associated with the PFC and the potential
loss of integrity of the vacuum vessel.
The safety performance of carbon would be enhanced by keeping
surface temperatures in the 600 to 1000 °C range, by keeping the tokamak dust
inventory low ( < l k g ) , by periodically removing co-deposited tritium layers, and
by providing inert gas around the vacuum boundary. The physics phase design
has 90% of the carbon tiles up to 1000 °C, 9% up to 1500 °C, and 1% up to
1800°C. For this design, carbon reactions with air extinguish themselves. There
is no self-sustaining fire. Carbon-steam reactions do not appear capable of producing enough hydrogen for an explosive mixture in the torus.
The safety performance with tungsten as the plasma facing material
would be enhanced by keeping temperatures below 500 C in all loss-of-cooling
accidents and by keeping the dust inventory low ( < 1 kg).
A combination of carbon and tungsten armor materials may be worse
than either individually. A combination would have some of the carbon-related
tritium and conditioning concerns together with the activation of tungsten.
5.3. Tritium Fuel Cycle
Reducing overall tritium inventories in the various Fuel Cycle
company its by a factor of five would make such components passively safe with
respect to the 100 mSv public early dose. This may be done by a comuination oi
increasing the tiitium burn fraction in the plasma, reducing the need for high
purity tritium, decreasing water impurity into the torus, and developing advanced
tritium system components.
Present physics calculations show a ratio of He to D-T atoms in the
plasma exhaust of 2.5%, which corresponds to a burn fraction of 5%. To provide
design margin and flexibility, the current design is based on about 2.6% burn
fraction.
A mixture of more than 4% hydrogen in air may combust. With one
exception (the pellet injector room), if the entire hydrogen inventory in all
components in any given room were released to the room, the hydrogen
concentration would stay below 3%. This then provides a safety factor of 5
versus the explosion limit of 14% hydrogen. If the hydrogen inventory in the
pellet injector were all released into the pellet injector room, the hydrogen
concentration would be 7%, sufficient for combustion but not for an explosion.
Yet, the pellet injector room is filled with helium gas to reduce the chance of
hydrogen combustion. The largest hydrogen inventory is 24 kg-D2 in the neutral
beam injectors. However, since this equipment is in a large room, the maximum
17

hydrogen concentration is low. Still, the neutral beam room is filled with
nitrogen.
5.4. Nuclear Engineering
Activation hazards would be reduced by confirming ways to keep the
inventory of tokamak erosion dust below 1 kg and to keep the maximum metal
temperatures to 500 °C in complete loss-of-cooling accidents (LOCA). This dust
arises from erosion and sputtering of PFC materials. These actions would assure
that the activation product inventory would be passively safe with respect to 100mSv public early dose.
Hands-on maintenance of ex-vessel cooling system components should
be possible for the various steel/water cooling systems, pumps, valves, heat
exchangers. These include the first wall, blanket/shield, and vacuum vessel. The
divertor cooling system will be Nb/water, Mo/water, or Cu/water. The
behavior and amount of activated corrosion products in such systems is poorly
known. The corrosion rates in these high-velocity water systems may be 2 orders
of magnitude higher than for steel/water. Now, we prudently assume that
activated corrosion products in the divertor system will prevent hands-on
maintenance of ex-vessel divertor coolant systems.
In the first week after a complete loss of coolant from all cooling
systems, we assess the maximum first wall temperature to be 600 j r . 100 °C.
Similarly, the maximum divertor temperature is 700 .+_ 100 °C. Continued
operation of one or more cooling systems during a major LOCA would lead to
temperatures significantly lower than these upper estimates.
The longer-term temperature following a complete LOCA depends on
the boundary conditions, i.e., what is the ultimate heat sink. Adequate design of
the coil thermal shield and removal of the concrete shield around the cryostat
would help in this regard. Lower decay heat materials like ferritic steels would
help.
The overall safety and environmental performance appears dominated
by PFC, Tritium Fuel Cycle, and physics issues. The blanket/shield appears to
play a secondary role in the determining overall ITER safety.
Breeding tritium in ITER has the safety advantages of reducing tritium
transportation shipments to the site and probably decreasing the activation/decay
heat inventory. Neutrons absorbed in breeding materials are not activating steel
nor generating tritium in neutron absorber materials like boron.
Breeding tritium in ITER has the safety disadvantages of increasing the
tritium inventory in the blanket (especially in the beryllium multiplier), inclusion
of the blanket tritium recovery system, and increased throughput in the fuel cycle
systems.
A detailed safety trade-off between breeding and non-breeding can be
done after site selection. At present, the safety trade-off between breeding and
non-breeding is not clear, but does not appear to be a strong safety motivation
either way. This is primarily because non-blanket issues like the PFC dominate
the safety picture.
18

The decommissioning waste will be about 20,000 tonnes. Depending on
national waste criteria and how long one waits before disposal, 0 to 30% may
require deep geological disposal. The rest (70 to 100 %) could be disposed by
either near-surface or shallow geological burial.
There will be roughly 10,000 tonnes of waste due to operational
replacements over the ITER lifetime. Most of this could be disposed by either
near-surface or shallow geological burial. The exception is the divertor (Nb or
Mo) which will generate (per replacement) about 100 tonnes for deep geological
burial; this is about 1,500 tonnes over the ITER lifetime.
5.5. Radioactivity confinement
Besides active and passive safety features, ITER needs robust radioactivity confinement to meet anticipated regulatory accident dose limits. The
vacuum vessel (and associated vacuum extensions) play a major safety role. The
largest and most mobile radioactivity inventories are within the vacuum
boundary. Most of the postulated severe accidents that might lead to high offsitc
doses include failure of the vacuum boundary.
A potential threat to radioactivity confinement barriers is the possible
use of hot water for PFC bakeout or conditioning. A major exposure to air or
water requires a major bakeout of the PFC materials. The temperature is 350
°C for carbon or 180 °C for metals. The 350 °C carbon bakeout will be done
with hot helium. Major disruptions or water accumulation require conditioning
of the PFC materials at 250 C (carbon) or 180 °C (metals). Frequent minor
conditioning or even normal operation may require PFC temperatures up to 150
°C.
The reference design specifies no use of water above 150 °C. This
requires a non-water method to attain PFC conditioning at 250 °C (carbon) and
180 °C (metals), e.g., steam heating or non-thermal means.
The water temperature in the various in-vessel systems (first wall,
divertor, blanket, shield, vacuum vessel) is below 150 °C during operation.
Available analyses show that leaks of such water into the vacuum vessel would
not exceed the design pressure of 200 kPa, or 100 kPa overpressure. If PFC
conditioning uses water above 150 °C, water leaks would likely result in
overpressure sufficient to fail the vacuum vessel unless some pressure relief
system is developed.
Spills of low temperature water (< 100 °C) nom divertor, first wall, or
blanket coolant water would not exceed 30 kPa building overpressure if the water
relieves into large (10 nr*) volumes, such as the crane hall. If the building does
not have to withstand overpressures of over 30 kPa, there should be little cost
impact.
Spills of hot water (>100°C) during PFC conditioning may exceed
30kPa even if relieved into the crane hall. A filter/vent system protects
radioactivity confinement if this happens. More sophisticated calculations may
reduce the expected overpressures.
19

The severity of external initiators (earthquakes, aircraft impact, eta)
depends strongly on the site. The design and cost of confinement can be
significantly influenced by the severity of external initiators, hence by the site
selection.
Releases of W-Re activation products are dominated by short-lived
isotopes so that the effective maximum release fraction from the confinement is
0.5 to 1.7%, even if negative pressure or decontamination are never restored.
Other aerosols (steel, Nb) have 4% effective release fraction, even if negative
pressure or decontamination are never restored. With 7-day restoration of
negative pressure or decontamination, tritium, steel, and Nb have a 2% effective
release fraction [3].
5.6. Magnets
The magnet system does not contain significant radioactivity inventories
but the large energy inventory is a potential accident initiator. In theory without
good design, magnets could release energy in such a way to damage the vacuum
chamber, coolant lines, or fail confinement barriers. Safety assessments of the
ITER magnet system suggest that this is not possible. The key issue for detailed
engineering and analysis is to insure that movement of inboard coil legs is not
possible in transients with unbalanced currents and forces.
5.7. ITER test program
The msin safety limit on testing appears to be the amount of liquid
metals in test modules. With a single barrier around the liquid metal, perhaps
0.1 m - L i or C'6 m-17Li83Pb could be tested. With two barriers between the
liquid metal and either torus or water, perhaps 1 m^-Li and 10 m -17Li83Pb
could be tested in spite of their chemical reactivity.
The ITER test modules will help qualify low activation materials for
future fusion use. However, ITER should be supplemented by a high fluence
14-MeV neutron source to provide end-of-life radiation damage data for such
materials. The combination of ITER operation, ITER test program, and a
14-MeV neutron source should provide the basis for low tritium inventories and
low activation materials to make fusion energy quite safe and environmentally
benign.
ITER will provide substantial safety data, including failure rates, failure
types, failure effects, behavior of divertors and off-normal plasma behavior.
During the EDA, more attention is needed to insure maximum testing benefit,
subject to not endangering the machine or public.
6. SUMMARY OF ACCIDENT CONCERNS IN TERMS OF DOSES
Tables 2 and 3 show the radiological hazards for ITER for the Technology Phase. Weather and release parameters are assumed to be worst case class F stability, 1-m/s wind, groundlevel release, 1-km site boundary, no
20

TABLE 2.
SAFETY ASSESSMENT FOR TECHNOLOGY
ACTIVATION PRODUCTS

PATHWAY AND SYSTEM

Inventory
(kg)

Maximum Confinement
Up or Down
Mobility Release Dose Uncertainty
Fraction Fraction (mSv)
FACTOR

GROUP 1 - TOKAMAK DUST ON PLASMA FACING COMPONENTS (PFC)
Tungsten dust - FW
5
100%
1.0%
4.5
Tungsten dust - DP
_5
100*
0.5%
0.6
DUST TO'.J.
10
5.1
GROUP 2 - VOLATILITY HAZARDS DUE TO
FW 0.5-nin W/air
7680
DP 2-nni W/air
7680
Blkt side 5-nrn Cu/a1r 4500
subtotal for LOCA with air Ingress

1.1%
0.6%
2.0%

25.4
7.5
5.3
38.2

10
10
10
10

53

10

GROUP 3 - ACTIVATED CORROSION PRODUCTS IN COOLING SYSTEMS
Niobium divertor tubes
10%
2%
0.28
Steel First Wall
10%
2%
0.04
Steel Blanket
10%
2%
0.01
CORROSION PRODUCTS
0.33
TOTAL ACTIVATION PRODUCTS

10
10
10

LOSS OF COOLAHT ACCIDENTS (LOCA)
0.36%
1.7% 41.5
10
0.06%
1.3%
5.8
10
10
0.24%
2.0%
5.3
52.5
10

FW 0.5-inn W/steam
7680
0.34%
DP 2-mm W/steam
7680
0.18%
0.25%
Blkt side 5-nm Cu/steam 4500
subtotal for LOCA with steam ingress
VOLATILITY TOTAL

PHASE

58

3
3
3
3
10

Values for 50-yr Effective Dose Equivalent (EDE) dose corrmitment to maximum
exposed Individual at 1 km distance:
27 mSv/kg-steel, 24 mSv/kg-Cu, 89
mSv/kg-W-FW @ 3.0 MW-yr/m2; 24 mSv/kg-W-DP and 11 mSv/kg-Nb 6 0.8 MW-yr/m2.

a - Reference LOCA is 700 + 100 for divertor (DP), 600 + 100 °C for first
wall (FW), for 1 week.
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TABLE 3. SAFETY ASSESSMENT FOR TECHNOLOGY PHASE TRITIUM

Inventory
PATHWAY AND SYSTEM
(q)

Maximum Confinement
Mobility Release
Dose Uncertainty
Fraction Fraction (mSv) Factors(a)

GROUP 1 - TRITIUM INVENTORIES IN TRITIUM PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Backing pumps
100%
487
4.87
2%
2 /30
Fuel processing
210
1%
2%
0.02
50/2
Isotope separation
430
100%
4.30
2%
2 / 3
Atmosphere process
30
1%
0.00
2%
2 /20
Water detritiation
40
10%
0.04
2%
2 / 8
* Pellet injector
100%
160
1.60
2%
2 / 7
» Gas puffing
100
100%
2%
1.00
2 / 8
* NBI lines
10
100%
2%
0.10
2/2
* Breeder H3 recovery 160
100%
2%
1.60
2 /20
PROCESS INVENTORIES 1627
13.5
2 / 5
GROUP 2 - TRITIUM IN COMPONENTS IN CONTACT WITH THE
PFC - W surface
220
10% '
2%
Cold PFC dust
100
100%
2%
Primary vacuum pumps 150
100%
2%
DIV water coolant
30%
35
2%
* FW water coolant
30%
35
2%
* Pellet injector
160
100%
2%
* Gas puffing
100
100%
2%
* NBI lines
10
100%
2%
TORUS INVENTORIES
810

TORUS
0.22
1.00
1.50
0.11
0.11
1.60
1.00
0.10
5.6

200
20
2
2
2
2
2
2
10

/200
/ 20
/300
/ 2
/ 2
/ 7
/ 8
( 2
/ 10

GROUP 3 - TRITIUM INVENTORIES ASSOCIATED WITH BLANKET SYSTEMS
Solid breeder
14
10%
0.01
2%
2 / 5
Beryllium multiplier 1200
1%
2%
0.12 200 / 20
Blanket water coolant
1
30%
2%
0.00
2 / 2
* Breeder H3 recovery 160
100%
2%
1.60
2/20
* FW water coolant _35
30%
2%
0.11
2 / 2
BLANKET INVENTORIES 1409
1.8
10 / 10
GROUP 4 - ISOLATED INVENTORIES (not to be added together)
Solid waste recovery 180
10%
2%
0.18
Carbon processing
100
10%
2%
0.10
Long-term fuel storage 600
1%
2%
0.06

2 / 4
2/20
2 / 4

TOTAL TRITIUM INVENTORY (ro scenario would release all of this): 4.3 kg-T
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TABLE 3. (CONT.)

* - All tritium inventories are listed at least once in this table.
with a star are listed more than once.

Items

a - Uncertainty factor: 1st number is upper uncertainty: 2nd is lower.
50-yr EDE dose commitment to maximum exposed individual at 1 km distance,
assuming T as HTO: 0.50 mSv/g-T.

evacuation, and no sheltering. Most Fuel Cycle inventories do not change
between phases as tritium equipment is designed for the technology phase.
The Tables first list the various systems and radiation mobilization
pathways. Second is the expected inventory. Third is the maximum fraction that
might be mobilized within the building, if all active and control systems fail.
Next, the Tables show "effective" release fractions from the confinement
since the maximum dose is lowered by lengthening of the duration of the
radioactivity release by the confinement (1% leakage/day). This "wind meander"
portion of the effective release fraction reaches a factor of 1/3.8 for releases
longer than 10 hours. The wind meander credit only applies to the maximum
exposed individual and not the local area population dose.
Then, Tables 2 and 3 show the maximum public dose at the site boudary
from early exposure. Last, the Tables show the uncertainty factors for the
maxiumum dose estimate. For tritium cases, these factors include a factor of 2
for uncertainty in the value of 0.5 mSv/g-T. Where two uncertainties are listed,
the first is upward and the second is downward. For example, the reference dose
from primary vacuum pump tritium (Group 2, Table 3) is 1.5 mSv. The actual
maximum dose might be 2 times higher. It also might be 300 times lower; a factor
of 2 from dose uncertainty and another factor of 150 if the pump were replaced
with a turbo pump with 150 times lower tritium inventory.
Table 4 shows upper bound hypothetical accident scenarios and the
corresponding doses calculated for the maximum exposed individual. These
scenarios are very conservative in that they generally assume complete loss of all
water from all cooling systems. We list several recommendations that will reduce
calculated doses when implemented in the FDA. Even now, however, we see that
the maximum doses are below the anticipated regulatory limit of 100 inSv.
7. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE EDA
The ITER Team has implemented many safety recommendations
contained in the 1988 and 1989 ITER safety reports [1,2] and in the confinement
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TABLE 4. UPPER BOUND ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

IN-VESSEL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (IN-LOCA) and/or
LOSS OF VACUUM ACCIDENT fLQVAl DUE TO IN-LOCA
Disruption, runaway electrons, or earthquake cause major water ingress from
PFC coolant systems into the torus. Steam pressurizes torus. PFC temperatures
decrease quickly; thus volatility of PFC surfaces is minimal. Releases are PFC
dust, tritium in coolants, tritium in near-torus systems, and activated corrosion
products corresponding to the mobility and confinement fractions in preceeding
tables.
Maximum confinement release fraction
Maximum dose with confinement (mSv)
Uncertainty factor

Physics phase
2.0%
24
3x

Technology Phase
1.3%
11
lOx

COMPLETE EX-VESSEL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (EX-LOCA) WITHOUT L P VA
Earthquake, magnet motion, water hammer, disruption, or pipe whip cause
several ring headers to fail, spilling coolant from PFC and blanket. Purge stream
continues to remove tritium from blanket. Plasma shuts down; but decay heat is
not removed. Reference LOCA temperature is 700 ± 100 °C for divertor, 600 ±
100 °C for first wall, lasting for 1 week. Releases from tritium in breeder and
beryllium, tritium in coolants, and activated corrosion products. Use of four
separate coolant quadrants makes this scenario outside of regulatory concern.
Maximum confinement release fraction
Maximum dose with confinement (mSv)
Uncertainty factor

Physics phase
2.0%
0.9
3x

Technology phase
2.0%
2.3
lOx

COMPLETE EX-VESSEL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (EX-LOCA) WITH L P VA
Same as above, except that high temperature leads to LOVA, so that air enters
the torus. So, in addition to above scenario, this also mobilizes tokamak dust and
causes oxidation-driven volatility. Releases are volatilized species, PFC dust,
tritium in breeder and beryllium, tritium in near-torus systems, tritium in
coolants, and activated corrosion products. Use of four separate coolant
quadrants makes this scenario outside of regulatory concern.
Maximum confinement release fraction
Maximum dose with confinement (mSv)
Uncertainty factor
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Physics phase
2.0%
25
3x

Technology phase
1.4%
65
lOx

TABLE 3. (CONT.)

MAJOR TRITIUM PROCESSING SYSTEMS ACCIDENT
Major accident like hydrogen explosion or earthquake in tritium processing
systems, fails most tritium processing systems. Releases from tritium process
systems. Provisions for inert gas make this scenario outside regulatory concern.
Maximum confinement release fraction
Maximum dose with confinement (mSv)
Uncertainty factor

Physics phase
2.0%
12
3x

Technology phase
2.0%
14
3x

document [3]. The present implementations produce a design that would meet
anticipated regulatory requirements. However, to further improve the safety and
environmental performance and to increase safety margins, we offer the
following recommendations for study in the EDA.
Unit

Issue

Plasma Facing Carbon reactions with
Components
air and steam
Tritium inventory in and
on carbon
Overall safety

Recoimendations
Keep all carbon under 1000 °C.
Keep all carbon above €00 °C.
Provide regular cleaning.
Use non-carbon options for PFC.

Plasma Facing Tungsten reactions with Keep tungsten under 500 °C,
Components
air or steam releasing
including LOCA's.
and Blanket
energy or radioactivity
Plasma Facing Beryllium reactions with Keep beryllium under 800 C.
Components
air and steam
Plasma Facing Hater reactions with PFC Limit water ingress to torus
Components
materials
when PFC pipe breaks. Use
double barriers between
Accident overpressure
water and torus.
from leak of hot water Keep water below 100 C or
during PFC conditioning use non-water methods.
Plasma Facing Runaway electron damage
Components

Specify spectrum of particle
energy, energy flux, location,
and frequency, then accomnodate by design.
Activated dust and dust Provide method to limit tokamak
dust below 1 kg.
explosions
Misfire of neutral beams Avoid damage propagating
or pellet injector
into an accident.

Fuel Cycle
and Physics
Magnets

Tritium inventories
in Fuel Cycle
Unprotected quench of
superconducting coils

Increase tritium burn fraction
to 10 to 15%.
Confine any damage to the
magnet systems.
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8. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS FOR SITING ITER
Dose limits for routine effluents and accidents are generally uniform
among ITER countries. The maximum dose for accidents of regulatory concern
is SO to 250 mSv. Major design standards approach uniformity among most
ITER countries. Waste management regulations differ significantly among
countries, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Accident doses from long-term exposure are more site dependent than
doses from early exposure. Ingestion typically dominates such chronic dose.
Ingestion dose is heavily influenced by soil, agricultural land productivity, and
diet parameters. The local population dose from long-term groundshine and
inhalation is heavily influenced by population density. Without mitigating actions
like food interdiction, the public doses from long-term exposure could be higher
than doses from early exposure by an order of magnitude for tritium, by two
orders of magnitude for activation products.
There are specific local and national regulatory details that could
influence the ITER design. Examples include earthquakes, high velocity aircraft
impact, inclusion of ingestion into regulatory dose limits, and waste management
regulations.
There must be sufficient site data available to assess compliance with
national and local safety and environmental regulations. The severity of credible
external initiators must be consistent with the safety approach that the building
design provides radioactivity confinement against all credible external initiators.
Ultimately, regulatory officials for the selected site will decide what "credible"
means.
There must be sufficient separation between the public and the tokamak
building to allow for regulatory approval. Sites with greater site boundary
distances, lower agricultural productivity, or lower population density offer the
potential to reduce doses. However, sites may also differ in the degree to which
regulators may allow credit for various types of safety systems and features.
It must be possible to transport tritium fuel to the site, at a rate of about
2 kg-T/yr. It must either be possible to transport radioactive waste from the site
or provide onsite disposal of waste.
Ultimately, the safety of ITER operation will depend on the experience
and expertise of the people constructing and operating the machine. Thus, there
are safety benefits if the site has extensive experience in building, operating, and
decommissioning nuclear facilities.
The regulatory approval process varies among countries. The duration
of the regulatory approval process may vary from under a year to several years.
Also, the timing of regulatory reviews varies. In some countries, regulatory
officials will not start reviews until a formal commitment to build. In other
countries, regulatory approval must be granted before a formal commitment to
build. When practical in the EDA, the new organization should obtain safety and
regulatory information for potential sites and identify any special problems [4].
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SAFETY R&D FOR ITER
We recommend these safety R&D tasks to improve the safety performance of, and confidence in, the design.
- Develop rapid, effective, passive plasma shutdown methods.
- Study tokamak dust production and mobilization to keep the mobile tokamak
dust inventory in ITER below 1 kg.
- Study tritium behavior in near-plasma materials - carbon, beryllium, copper,
steel, tungsten, molybdenum, and niobium to keep the total of such tritium
inventories below 200 g-T.
- Determine chemical reaction rates of near-plasma materials with air and water.
- Determine activation product volatility from near-plasma materials in steam
and in air due to high temperature oxidation.
- Study H/He recycling and pumping to reduce tritium throughput (increase
tritium burnupl.
- Characterize disruption effects and validate computer models, including
runaway electrons.
- Study methods to reduce disruption frequency or reduce disruption effects,
including runaway electrons.
- Measure the transport characteristics of fusion specific aerosols within the
tokamak building. Test data are needed so that later design analysis can show
99% retention of aerosols by the confinement.
- Demonstrate the effectiveness of filters in capturing ITER aerosols and tritium.
The goals for activation products and aerosols are 99.95% efficiency for routine
operation and 99.9% for accidents. In particular, search for a way to passively
capture elemental tritium, e.g., room temperature wet-proof catalysts.
- Tests to reduce uncertainty in activation calculations to 20% - 30%.
- Study activated corrosion product behavior, especially the divertor, so that
future design analyses can find where manned access is possible around such
coolant systems.
- Study the tritium behavior in beryllium multiplier to reduce the tritium
inventory or reduce the potential to mobilize it.
- Initiate research and development of continuous regeneration crvopumps to
reduce hazardous tritium inventory in vacuum pumps.
- Study off-normal tritium behavior and chemical reactivity of tritium storage bed
materials.
- Test removal of activation products on-line from 17Li83Pb.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An important ITER objective is to demonstrate the potential for safe
and environmentally acceptable operation of a power producing fusion reactor.
This is expressed in the project's terms of reference. In light of this objective,
ITER adopts passive safety as an ultimate design goal. This recognizes unique
safety-relevant characteristics of fusion and supports their integration into design.
The overall safety objective requires practical implementation by
definition of the safety approach including radiation protection targets,
performance of safety and environmental analyses and design guidance by
interaction between those responsible for design and safety. ITER safety is based
on the following multi-layer approach:
- High quality nuclear components and process equipment.
- Active safety systems.
- Passive features.
- Radioactivity confinement and filtering as passive as possible.
This approach implements by the four elements, 'components quality,
'active safety systems', 'passive features', 'radioactivity confinement', the
principles of so-called "defense in depth". Active and passive safety features have
to be used in the design to prevent off-normal event escalation or, in case of
radioactivity release, to limit public dose to an acceptable level. The active safety
systems have to meet the "single failure criterion" to assure high reliability.
Exploitation of passive safety and confinement features is of
fundamental importance as they have the potential to avoid any high
consequence accident due to in-plant initiators.
The ALARA (As-Low-As-Reasonably-Achievable) principle will gain
growing importance during detailed design at all levels of the multi-layer
approach.
There are three steps in working toward passive components/systems
and confinement/filtering features:
1.
2.
3.

Reduce radioactivity inventories as much as possible. This is "inventorybased" passive safety.
Where inventories remain significant, reduce the possible mobilization
of the radioactivity without depending on active systems. This is
"mobility based" passive safety.
Where the mobilizable inventory remains significant, provide as passive
a radioactivity confinement as possible.

As design needs basic safety guidance, the following recommendations
are made with respect to accidental public doses:
1.

Doses due to all operational and anticipated transients should be limited
by the equipment boundaries and stay below 1 mSv (100 mrem).
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2.
3.

Doses calculated for low probability accidents and for very low
probability accidents which take credit for radioactivity confinement by
the buildings should stay below 10 mSv (1 rem).
A strong effort based on passive features should be made to keep also
those doses below 100 mSv (10 rem) which are calculated under
hypothetical assumptions and do not take credit for confinement by the
buildings.

These are more conservative than current national regulations. In
particular, such regulations provide credit for confinement and buildings. It is
proposed, however, to work along the recommendations to make ITER more
attractive than satisfying regulatory requirements.
4.

Dose rates in plant areas normally accessible by personnel should stay
below 25 (iSv/h (25 mrem/h).

A set of anticipated regulatory requirements has been worked out. They
are a consensus average which conservatively interprets national requirements
and present international trends. The anticipated regulatory requirements for
public exposure are as follows:
1.
2.

Doses due to normal operation effluents should stay below 0.1 mSv/yr
(10 mrem/yr).
Doses calculated for any accident of regulatory concern should stay
below 100 mSv (10 rem).

The anticipated regulatory requirement for plant personnel exposure is
as follows:
3.

Average plant personnel doses should stay below 10 mSv/yr (1 rem/yr).

Doses referred to in this text are chronic doses for normal operation
effluents and doses from early exposure (with 50 years dose commitment) for
accidental releases [1].
Present insight leads to expecting that the ITER design based on the
proposed safety approach evolves into consistency with regulatory requirements.
A critical argument in support of this judgement is based on the internal
initiators characteristic for an adequate design. They do not provide the powers
nor the energies that could breach confinement building walls.
Uncertainties in numerical dose targets, however, remain that are due to
variance of national regulatory requirements. The bandwidth width is small to
moderate for normal operation effluents and accident releases and large for
radioactive waste.
The following report is based on four ITER safety workshops and
homework performed between them [1,2]. It presents safety analyses and overall
assessments that were made in parallel to the evolving conceptual design and
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hence many of them are not based on final approved information. Obviously, that
can only be done after the end of the Conceptual Design Activity (CDA).
The effort has led to identification of important safety features which
now are recommended for implementation in the Engineering Design Activity
(EDA).
Many of the analyses performed are conservative in the sense that they
did not yet take credit for the recommended features to provide cases in support
of their implementation.
The report reflects a safety posture with positive aspects. Its verification
requires implementation of the safety related recommendations into the EDA.
Comprehensiveness and depth of the material presented are
commensurate with design detail and resources available.
The report is organized as follows:
Chapter II, NORMAL OPERATION EFFLUENTS ASSESSMENT,
provides estimates for both tritium and activation products.
Chapter IE, ACCIDENT SCENARIOS, provides a probabilistic
rationale for selecting systems and accidents to be analyzed.
Chapter IV, PLASMA CHAMBER SAFETY, presents analyses of
water ingress due to loss of coolant accidents and air ingress due to loss of
vacuum accidents with the consequences pressurization, temperature transients,
chemical reactions, and mobilization of radioactivity.
Chapter V, TRITIUM SYSTEM SAFETY, presents qualitative analyses
of the most significant accidents that are anticipated on the basis of reviewing the
description of the conceptual fuel system design.
Chapter VI, MAGNET SYSTEM SAFETY, presents a safety group
review of analyses, which to a large extent have been performed by the Basic
Device Engineering Unit.
Chapter VII, EXTERNAL LOSS OF COOLANT AND COOLANT
FLOW, presents analyses of external loss of coolant and of loss of coolant flow
accidents for the divertor and first wall cooling loops.
Chapter VIII, WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT, provides
radioactivity inventories together with broad information on the disposal
regulations characteristic for the ITER countries.
Chapter IX, IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ITER SAFETY
APPROACH, assesses the actual implementation of the safety approach by
design practice.
Chapter X, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS, presents
- major conclusions that draw a broad picture of ITER safety,
- other significant scientific and technical conclusions from the safety analyses,
- design guidance by recommendations for the EDA,
- safety considerations for siting,
- recommendations for safety R&D for ITER.
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II. NORMAL OPERATION EFFLUENTS ASSESSMENT

ILL INTRODUCTION
ITER adopts an anticipated regulatory dsse limit of 0.1 mSv/yr (10
mrem/yr) from normal operation effluents (including maintenance activities)
with 0.05 mSv/yr from atmospheric effluents and 0.05 mSv/yr from liquid
effluents. This anticipated hunt is less than 10% of the natural background dose.
Atmospheric tritium and activation products effluents during normal
operation (including maintenance activities) have been evaluated. The dose to
the public calculated on this basis is well below the anticipated regulatory limit.
Neither the design of the systems producing the bulk of liquid effluents nor the
site parameters are sufficiently well specified to allow evaluation of doses due to
liquid effluents.

H.2. ATMOSPHERIC TRITIUM EFFLUENTS
II.2.1. Tritium effluents during normal operation
There are numerous pathways for tritium to escape from processing
equipment to the rooms. Where the tritium leakages are expected to be large, the
rooms are served by detritiation systems. Tritium leakage to the atmosphere
from the tritium processing and tokamak rooms, the hot cells, and the waste
management area can be roughly allocated to three paths:
I.
2.
3.

discharges through the Active Ventilation System (AVS),
outleakages (diffusion) through the confinement barriers,
discharges through the Air Detritiation System (ADS).

All contributions to the total of tritium effluents at normal operation are
shown in Table II-l. It can be seen that the discharge of 220 GBq/d (6 Ci/d) via
the AVS path is larger by more than 3 orders of magnitude than the
contributions by the other two paths.
The first paths to the atmosphere originate from rooms of the tokamak,
tritium processing, and waste management buildings. There, relatively small
tritium releases are normally expected, and the tritium concentration is below
0.09 MBq/m (2.5 |xCi/nr), the maximum permissible concentration in air
(MPCa). These rooms will be served by the AVS providing once-through
ventilation but no detritiation during normal operation [2]. All normal operation
tritium effluents into these rooms will be discharged into the atmosphere.
According to conservative estimates [2], tritium effluents in the tokamak
building from room wall surfaces and contaminated equipment will not exceed
185 GBq/d (5 Ci/d). Up to 37 GBq/d (1 Ci/d) may be released from the waste
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TABLE II-l. ITER ATMOSPHERIC TRITIUM EFFLUENTS

Tritium effluent pathway

Effluent
GBq/d
(Ci/d)

Dose (EDE) at
Site boundary
nSv/yr

1. Discharge through AVS at normal
operation

220 GBq/d
(6 Ci/d)

2. Gutleakages through confinement
barriers at normal operation

0.08 GBq/d
0.001
(2xl0~ 3 Ci/d)

3. Discharge through ADS at normal
operation

0.015 GBq/d
(4xl0 -4 Ci/d)

-3

0.0002

4. During transportation of graphite 92 GBq/d
dust from crane hall to hot cell (2.5 Ci/d)

1.3

5. During handling graphite dust
and divertor modules

4 GBq/d
(0.1 Ci/d)

0.06

6. From blanket handling flask

0.1 GBa/d
(3x10 Ci/d)

Total

316 GBq/d
(8.6 Ci/d)

^

0.0015

4.4

using QF = 1 for tritium

management area [3]. The other releases into the rooms served by the AVS are
negligible. In total, the estimate of atmospheric effluents through the AVS totals
to 220 GBq/d (6 Ci/d).
The second path to the atmosphere is related to air outleakages . The
maximum permissible leak rate assumed in the analyses for a confinement
building operating at underpressure relative to adjacent volumes during normal
operation is 0.1% of the volume per day. The corresponding value for a
confinement with positive pressure is 1% of the volume per day.
According to our conservative assessment, the normal operation tritium
outleakages from rooms of the tokamak and tritium processing buildings
continuously processed by the Recirculating Air Detritiation System (RADS) are
about 40 MBq/d (1 mCi/d). The analogous value for routine tritium outleakages
from the hot cells and waste management building is also 40 MBq/d (1 mCi/d).
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It was conservatively assumed that the tritium concentration in the latter
buildings is 1 MPCa. In total, the estimate of atmospheric effluents via the
second path amounts up to 80 MBq/d (2 mCi/d). This value is 3 orders of
magnitude smaller than the effluents via the first path (Table II-l).
The third path to the atmosphere through the ADS leads to tritium
effluents smaller than for the second one by about a factor 5 (Table II-l). The
highest tritium leakages from process equipment are expected in the rooms
served by the RADS and by the Inert Gas Detritiation System (IGDS). Tritium
leakages into the rooms of the tokamak and tritium processing buildings served
by the RADS were estimated for a solid ceramic breeder blanket to amount up
to 1.4 TBq/d (38 Ci/d). Tritium leakages into the room covered by inert gases
and served by the IGDS were estimated to be roughly 820 GBq (22 Ci/d).
Conservative estimates show that tritium effluents from the rooms of the
tokamak building continuously processed by the RADS with discharges of ADS
will be about 10 MBq/d (0.26 mCi/d). In this estimation it was assumed that all
the discharges (except from the RADS serving the crane hall) will additionally
pass through the Effluent Gas Detritiation System (EGDS). Discharges from the
RADS serving the crane hall will go directly to the stack.
The tritium leakage into the tritium processing building was estimated to
be at the level of 740 GBq/d (20 Ci/d) [2]. The air flow from this building
through the RADS will not pass through the EGDS. The tritium effluents from
the building will be about 53 MBq/d (0.14 mCi/d).
Thus the total atmospheric tritium effluents through the ADS are about
15 MBq/d (0.4 mCi/d).
Tritium outleakages from the inert gas zone are released to the rooms
served by the RADS. The corresponding tritium effluent will be about 20 Bq/d
(0.5 nCi/d).
We recommend to increase the tritium retaining capability of the AVS,
possibly at the expense of reducing the RADS/EGDS detritiation capability.

II.2.2. Tritium effluents during maintenance operations
The tritium effluents during maintenance operations will highly depend
on the maintenance procedures. The present assessment is based on maintenance
procedures known to the safety group.
During routine maintenance of radioactive equipment, the highest
tritium effluents to the atmosphere will occur dining carbon dust removal from
the plasma chamber and blanket/first wall or divertor replacement in the physics
phase when divertors and the first wall have carbon based armors. Tritium
effluents related to maintenance of other reactor equipment (not divertor or
blanket/first wall) are smaller. We assume that water releases will be small since
all the tubes to be disconnected will be drained and dried by blowing through hot
air before maintenance. During blanket/first wall or divertor replacement and
carbon dust removal, tritium effluents may originate from three locations:
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1.
2.
3.

from the torus connected to maintenance bays/blanket handling flask,
from containers with radioactive equipment or materials when they are
transported between crane hall and hot cell,
from hot cells after opening the containers with radioactive equipment
or materials.

The highest estimates of tritium effluents from these three sources are
shown in Table II-l. The highest effluents are expected from containers with
carbon dust during transportation between crane hall and hot cell. Assuming that
the tritium release from carbon dust is 40 TBq,'d (1000 Ci/d), the leakages from
the containers into the transportation corridors served by the AVS are 1 volume
% per day and the duration of the transportation is 6 hours, the atmospheric
tritium effluents from the containers with graphite dust would amount up to 90
GBq/d (25 Ci/d).
11.23. Summary of atmospheric tritium effluents
Normal operation atmospheric tritium effluents are dominated by
discharges through the AVS (220 GBq/d = 6 Ci/d). In the future these effluents
require more precise analyses.
All effluents from the rooms continuously processed by the RADS are
some orders of magnitudes smaller than those via the AVS.
We recommend to increase the tritium retaining capability of the AVS,
possibly at the expense of reducing RADS/EGDS detritiation capability.
The maximum tritium effluents during maintenance operations are
expected when carbon dust is removed from the plasma chamber and when
blanket/first wall segments or divertor modules are replaced.
During maintenance, the maximum total tritium effluents will be the
sum of the maximum normal operation effluents (220 GBq/d = 6 Ci/d) and the
tritium effluents due to replacement of torus internals and dust removal (90
GBq/d = 2.5 Ci/d).
On this basis, the total tritium effluents will be about 316 GBq/d = 8.6
Ci/d.
The site boundary dose (EDE) calculated per unit release of tritium is
0.5 [iSv/yr per Ci/d [1]. On this basis, the total tritium effluents dose will be 4.4
JlSv/yr. In the conversion of effluents into doses, a value of 1 was used for the
quality factor QF that characterizes tritium beta radiation. It should be noted that
the majority of recent experimental data point to QF=?. Adoption of this value
by regulatory requirements would lead to 9 JiSv/yr.
H.3. ATMOSPHERIC ACTIVATION PRODUCTS Ei-PLUENTS
We have evaluated atmospheric effluents for the activation products
characteristic of the technology phase when the effect of these effluents is
expected to be more serious, Tlie following activation products have been
considered:
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Activated corrosion products in the cooling water of the primary cooling
system originating from steel/water interaction in the first wall and
blanket and from niobium (Nb)Avater interaction in the divertors,
Activation of the cooling water itselfj
Inert gas surrounding the ducts that penetrate the plasma chamber,
High voltage insulating gas for the neutral beam injector,
Activated dust in the plasma chamber.

II3.1. Activated corrosion products
Inventories of activated corrosion products for the steel/water case
pertaining to the first wall and blanket cooling loops have been evaluated by Fiet
[4] and Noguchi/Ozawa [5]. The contact area of coolant is 1600 m for the first
wall and 2400 m for the blanket. The ratio of corrosion products removal system
flow rate to total flow rate is selected as 0.1. The two results agreed very well as
models and key parameters used are similar.

TABLE II-2.
EFFLUENTS

ITER

ATMOSPHERIC

ACTIVATION

activation effluent pathway

Effluent
HBq/d
(mCi/d)

1. Activated corrosion products
from first wall/blanket coolant

10 HBq/d
si
(0.3 mCi/d)

2. Activated corrosion products
from divertor coolant
(Nb/water case)

300 HBq/d
(8 mCi/d)

3. iarbon-14 produced in nitrogen
cover gas

20 MBq/d -0.1
(0.6 mCi/d)

4. Activated tungsten dust release
during maintenance operation

100 MBq/d
(3 mCi/d)

sO.l

430 MBq/d
(12 mCi/d)

-2

Total

PRODUCTS

Dose (EDE) at
Site boundary
iiSv/yr

si
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For the divertor cooling loop, inventories of the activated corrosion
products for the copper/water case have been evaluated by Noguchi/Ozawa [5]
and for the Nb/water case by Piet [4]. As the present design uses Nb for the
divertor in the Technology Phase, the result of Nb/water case will be used.
Based on LWR experience as in [6], the amount of corrosion products
released to the atmosphere is conservatively estimated to be 10 MBq/d (03
mCi/d) from steel/water and 300 MBq/d (8 mCi/d) from Nb/water interaction,
respectively (Table II-2). Both these effluents will result in a site boundary doses
of about 1 mSv/yr.
IL3.2. Activation of cooling water/inert gas/insulating gas
The activation products of cooling water in the first wall, inert gas, and
insulating gas for the neutral beam injector have been determined by
calculations.
The C-14 activity produced in the first wall by the cooling water
activation considering circulation and removal of C-14 in the first wall cooling
water by the demineraiizer, becomes 3 orders of magnitude smaller than that due
to the corrosion products. During tokamak operation, the N-16 concentration in
cooling water systms is high enough to preclude hands on maintennace of cooling
systems. Yet, because of its short half life (7.1 s), after tokamak pulses, the N-16
concentration falls rapidly. Effluent dose from N-16 will therefore be
insignificant.
The activation of SFg, the candidate insulating gas, for the neutral beam
injector (NBI) was calculated. The level of total neutron flux at the NBI ion
source•9is of the order of 10 n/cm s. The concentration of P-32,* 1.4x10
Bq/cm , produced by the activation of SR- is very high, and it exceeds the
concentration limit for the exhaust, 3x10 Bq/cm [6], by nine orders of
magnitude. Therefore, this gas has to be contained by multiple barriers and
should not be released to the environment as normal effluent. Similar activation
problems arise in some radio frequency (RF) heating ducts where similar gas is
used and where the neutron flux level is about the same as in the NBI duct.
Again, the activated insulating gas should not be released as normal effluent.
Assuming a volume of 10000 m for the nitrogen gas surrounding the
penetration and if the total neutron flux level is 1x10 n/cm2s, C-14 produced in
the nitrogen after exposure to a fluence of 3 MW-yr/m2 will be 73 GBq or about
2 Ci. This becomes 20 MBq/d or 0.6 mCi/d if released daily over a period of 10
years. If this amount is considered to be too large, equipment to convert C-14 to
C02 and to collect the C02 should be provided to reduce the airborne C-14
effluents by a factor 10 or more [2].
n.3.3. Activated dust
The release amount of activated dust is estimated under the following
assumptions:
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2.
3.
4.
5.

The total dust inventory is 10 kg.
Dust is released only during maintenance operations when the vacuum
vessel is opeued.
Dust according to a re-suspension fraction of 10"^ [7] enters the reactor
hall
A fraction of 5X10"4 passes through the HEPA filter [8]. (99.95%
capture efficiency).
The vacuum chamber is opened ten times a year for maintenance
operations.

On this basis, the dust released into the reactor hall and then through
HEPA filter into the environment will be lOxlO^lO^xSxlO"4 = 5X10" 4
g/maintenance which sums up to 5x10"^ g/year or 1 3 7 x 1 0 g/d if time
averaged.
Assumption (3) for the re-suspension rate is a conservative value based
on measurements at JET [7]. Assumption (4) for the release fraction of dust is
also a conservative value for the most permeating particles of about 0.13 mm in
diameter [8].
The amount of activated tungsten dust released to the atmosphere has
been estimated to be 100 MBq/d (3 mCi/d). This effluent will result in a site
boundary dose of about 0.1 [iSv/yr (Table II-2) [4].
II.3.4. Summary of atmospheric activation products effluents
Activation products effluents and resulting site boundary doses are
summarized in Table n-2 as follows:
1.

2.
3.

The total corrosion products and C-14 atmospheric effluents result in
about 10 MBq/d and 300 MBq/d for the first wall/blanket and divertor
coolants, respectively. Both of these effluents will yield a dose of
1 |i,Sv/yr.
C-14 released with nitrogen cover gas results in 20 MBq/d and yields a
dose of about 0.1 (iSv/yr which may be reduced by more than a factor of
10 if necessary.
Activated tungsten dust release results in about 100 MBq/d and yields a
dose of 0.1 |XSv/yr.

n.4. CONCLUSIONS
Tables II-l and II-2 show that the site boundary doses to the public due
to atmospheric effluents of tritium and activation products are 4.4 |XSv/yr and 2
[xSv/yr, respectively yielding a total of about 6 [iSv/yr. This is well below 50% of
the anticipated regulatory limit of 100 [iSv/yr for all normal operation effluents
(Chapter I). Even when the QF=2 has to be used for tritium, the total will be
close to 10 JlSv/yr.
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The results show that the contributions of tritium (QF=1) and activation
products effluents to the total site boundary dose are about 70% and 30 %,
respectively.
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III. ACCIDENT SCENARIOS
m . l . INTRODUCTION
The objective of analysing accident scenarios in a probabilistic manner
during the CDA is to provide a rationale for selecting those accidents which
deserve analysis, in particular deterministic ones. Hence, we have attempted to
rank the various accidents according to their risk, which is expressed by the
product of the accident occurrence frequency and the corresponding radiation
dose consequence. However, since safety systems have not been defined in
sufficient detail at this design stage, the occurrence rate of the final consequences
of the accident scenarios can only be roughly assessed. Therefore, a preliminary
ranking presented here is based on the occurrence rate of the primary events,
and relative corrections have been made which roughly quantify the failure rate
of the plasma shutdown system and the effectiveness of the confinement barriers
in reducing radioactivity releases to the environment. When sufficient
information on safety systems is available, the ranking will be revised.
The scenarios are compiled from [1-6], where the sequence of events
following the primary event is given in the form of event trees. These event trees
represent qualitative accident scenario information. Quantitative information in
terms of estimated expectation values of the primary event occurrence rates is
also taken from these references.
Mobilizable radioactive inventories and corresponding radiation dose to
the environment were adjusted to recent updating.
III.2. ASSUMPTIONS
Accidents concerning single systems and the plant as a whole could be
initiated by different types of events: natural phenomena, offsite accidents not
related to the plant, offsite accidents related to the plant, and accidents occurring
within the plant. Since the risks from accidents of the first three types are site
dependent, only accidents that may occur within the plant are considered here.
When the ITER site is selected, the risk from the first three accident types can be
assessed.
Because information available on the machine design is incomplete for
the technology phase, the accident scenarios are based primarily on the physics
phase design. The armour material for the physics phase for both the first wall
and the divertor is carbon based. The breeder is a solid ceramic such as lithium
oxide, and the divertor cooling tube material is based on copper, niobium or
molybdenum. In the technology phase, the majority of the plasma chamber
surface is expected to be covered by tungsten armours.
Further assumptions in this chapter are:
- the volumes adjacent to the vacuum chamber are not inerted
- a major plasma disruption can result in significant failures; mostly of coolant
pipes and of the vacuum chamber
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- the inability to remove decay heat may result in strong component heating
• magnet failures can result in failures of the chamber, the cooling system, and
the tritium system
- pressure levels may be reached which are sufficiently high to jeopardize
confinement barriers around radioactive inventories
- carbon temperatures may be sufficiently high to cause significant reactions with
air or steam
- the main vacuum p amps are of the cryogenic type, hence they will retain
significant tritium inventories.

III.3. SCENARIOS
m.3.1. Accident groups
In [1-10] much information on accidents was compiled. On that basis,
three groups of accidents were judged to deserve further consideration.
Loss of cooling accidents related to vacuum vessel and to in-vessel
components: In the case that the failure occurs outside the vacuum vessel, the
hazard consists of loss of heat removal from the first wall, blanket or divertor,
and the release of tritium and activation products from the coolant circuit into
the adjacent rooms. In case that the failure occurs inside the vacuum vessel,the
hazard consists of hydrogen production by the chemical reaction between water
and carbon and pressurkation of the vacuum vessel. The vessel could be
breached and release tritium and activated materials. For air ingress into the
vacuum vessel, the hazard is carbon combustion and release of tritium and
activated material from the vacuum vessel.
Tritium release from the tritium system into the containment: The
hazard potential is radioactivity of the tritium and the chemical energy from
hydrogen reactions with oxygen.
Release of stored magnetic energy; The potential hazard is the energy
stored in the superconducting coil system. During an accident this energy may
lead to elevated local temperatures via shorts or arcs and to creating force
imbalances that lead to displacements of coil. Such displacements may damage
the vacuum vessel and/or the cooling system, and/or the fuel cycle system.
Each of these generic scenarios can be broken down according to
various components the failure of which initiates the scenario. The scenarios are
listed in Table III-l.
Based on the information from [1-13], reference [14] presents the
primary events and the sequence of events following them in the form of
abridged event trees, depicting just the failure branches. Furthermore [14]
presents estimated rates of primary event occurrence, as well as occurrence
probabilities for the intermediate events, amounts of tritium and activation
products mobilisable inside the plant, and doses from those masses which might
be released to the environment as a final consequence of the accidents.
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TABLE III-l. LIST OF ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

Accident
Identifier

D1
D2
D3
D4
05
F1
F2
F3

Primary event

LOCA 1n divertor cooling
LOCA 1n divertor cooling
LOCA in divertor cooling
during conditioning
LOFA in divertor cooling
LOFA 1n divertor cooling

system outside V.V.*)
system inside V.V.
system Inside V.V.
system outside V.V.
system inside V.V.

F4
F5

LOCA in FW cooling system
LOCA in FW cooling system
LOCA in FW cooling system
during conditioning
LOFA in FW cooling system
LOFA in FW cooling system

VI

LOVA of vacuum vessel (V.V.)

PI

Loss of power supply

Ml
M2
H3
M4

Local growing of normal conducting zone
Puncture of insulation (shorts and arcs)
Loss of magnet coolant
Loss of isolation vacuum

T1
T2
T3
T4

F1re
Loss
Leak
Leak

in
of
in
in

outside V.V.
inside V.V.
inside V.V.
outside V.V.
inside V.V.

long term storage bed
tightness in ISS
fuelling system (FS)
blanket tritium recovery system

' V.V. - Vacuum Vessel
ISS = Isotope Separtion System
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TABLE III-2. RANKING OF ACCIDENT SCENARIOS ACCORDING TO
PRIMARY EVENT OCCURRENCE RATE R [1/YEAR]

10E-0 * R > 10E-1:
D2 Divertor, LOCA, inside VV
normal operation
T4 Leak 1n blanket tritium recovery system
T2 Loss of tightness in isotope separation system
10E-1 2 R > 10E-2:
F2 First wall, LOCA, inside W , normal operation
F5 First wall, LOFA, inside VV, normal operation
VI Loss of vacuum (LOVA) of W
HI Local growing or normal conducting zone
T3 Leak in fuel storage system
D5 Divertor, LOFA, inside VV, normal operation
B4 Blanket, LOFA. inside VV

10E-2 * R > 10E-3:
D3 Divertor, LOCA, inside VV, conditioning phase
F3 First wall, LOCA, inside VV. conditioning phase
B2 Blanket, LOCA, inside VV
D4 Divertor, LOFA, outside VV, normal operation
F4 First wall, LOFA, outside VV, normal operation
B3 Blanket, LOFA, outside V
PI Complete loss of pumping power
H2 Puncture of insulation (shorts and arcs)
10E-2 sR a 10E-4:
H3 Loss of magnet coolant
M4 Loss of isolation vacuum
10E-3 a R > 10E-4:
D1 Divertor, LOCA, outside VV, normal operation
F1 First wall, LOCA, outside VV, normal operation
Bi Blanket, LOCA. outside V
T1 F1re in long term storage

' VV - Vacuum Vessel
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III.3.2. Ranking
Four criteria can be used for ranking the various accident scenarios: (1)
the occurrence rate of the primary events, (2) the occurrence rate of the final
event ( - t h e release of radioactivity to the public), (3) the doses due to the
radioactivity released and (4) the risk due to the radioactivity. Criterion (4)
comprises the information of criteria (1) to (3) because it is the product of doses
(3) and release occurrence rate (2), the latter being the product of the primary
event occurrence rate (1) and the probabilities of the occurrence of the
intermediate events finally leading to the release. Hence,basically criterion (4) is
the most adequate for ranking.
The intermediate event probabilities, however, incorporated in the risk
values were estimated as if they were not dependent on interactions and common
cause failures. In reality, these dependent failures (like human behaviour) may be
of dominating influence, thus changing the absolute probabilities entirely.
Therefore, instead of the final event occurrence rates (and, hence, the risk
values) the primary event occurrence rates (criterion (1)) were used as a basis for
ranking. The choice of this criterion is also supported by the fact [14] that the
differences between the doses from the releases in the various scenarios are
much smaller (less than a factor 3) than the uncertainty margins of the primary
event occurrence rates (up to 2 orders of magnitude). According to the primary
events occurrence rate R, the ranking of scenarios is as given in Tab. III-2. As a
general result, inside vacuum vessel LOCAs and LOFAs and the LOVA of the
vacuum vessel are of highest importance as are some accidents of the tritium
system and a magnet system accident. In-vessel and ex-vessel accidents are
considered in some detail in Chapters IV and VII, tritium and magnet systems
accidents in Chapters V and VI.
ffl.4. CONCLUSIONS
Given the early design stage, the above ranking according to primary
event occurrence rates is sufficient for allocating priorities. Later work on details
of the events sequences however should also comprise detailed analyses of the
primary event occurrence rates and of the probabilities of the intermediate
events to occur. The doses to the public are rather similar for all accidents.
Therefore, the overall risk to the public can more effectively be reduced by
reducing the occurrence rate of the releases because changes of primary event
occurrence rates and intermediate event probabilities aretypicallyin the range of
more than an order of magnitude.
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IV. PLASMA CHAMBER SAFETY
IV.1. INTRODUCTION
The plasma chamber is a big and complex part of the basic machine. It
has to accommodate components that are innovative and subject to partly
uncertain loads by plasma operation and from the surroundings. The chamber
will have to confine significant amounts of tritium and activated materials. Major
chamber related design issues that have to be decided are:
- design concepts of divertor and first wall,
- type and operating conditions of armour materials,
- cooling systems circuitry,
- cooling and conditioning water temperatures,
- method for regular removal of dust,
- concepts to accommodate specific earthquake requirements at a later design
phase.
In response to this situation, safety analyses have been performed to
assist making decisions on the design issues outlined above. These analyses are
documented to some detail in report [1] which is the basis for this chapter of the
ITER Safety Analyses report.
IV.2. CHARACTERIZATION OF VACUUM CHAMBER, IN-CHAMBER
COMPONENTS, SAFETY ISSUES AND FEATURES
IV.2.1. Vacuum chamber and in-chamber components
The vacuum chamber is the primary vacuum and radioactivity barrier
between plasma and the adjacent volumes. It mechanically supports the plasma
facing components (PFC): blanket boxes, first wall, divertors, sublimiters, RFantennae, microwave launchers and diagnostics equipment.
The first wall (plasma facing area ~ 750 m 2 [2]) receives a nominal
peak heat flux density of 0.6 MW/m . It is a water cooled austenitic stainless
steel panel integrated with the blanket boxes by welding to the box side walls.
The normal operation plasma side steel temperature is about 300°C. The
effective steel thickness between armour and coolant is about 5 mm.
Carbon composite (CC) armours, possibly doped with beryllium (Be) or
boron (B), will be used during the physics phase against plasma, heating and
fuelling impact. The armours are mechanically attached to the steel substrate for
ease of remote maintenance. Armour surface temperatures are as follows: 90%
of the area will be cooled by thermal conduction to below 1000°C; 9% and 1%
respectively of the area will be cooled by thermal radiation to temperatures
around 1500°C and 1800°C respectively.
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For the technology phase it is envisaged to use a thin (up to 0.5 mm
thick) tungsten (W) coating at about 300°C plasma side temperature on the steel
substrate.
The divertor (plasma facing area ~ 200 m [2]) receives a nominal peak
heat flux density of 15 MW/m2 at one or two belt shaped areas running around
the device. The divertor is expected to be a water cooled structure made of a
molybdenum (Mo) alloy, Copper (Cu), or niobium (Nb) alloys. The structure is
tailored geometrically for minimizing heat loads and space requirements.
Maximum temperatures are around 450°C.
For the physics phase, carbon composite armours (possibly doped)
enclosing the coolant pipes ("monoblock" design) will be used against disruption
impact. Be is the armour alternative. The peak carbon temperature is 1000°C on
an area of roughly 10 m 2 . The rest of the surface is at significantly lower
temperatures. For the technology phase, a tungsten (W) armour (typically 2 mm
thick) on a Nb (alternatively Mo or Cu) substrate is envisaged. Be again is the
armour alternative. The peak tungsten temperature is also 1000°C on an area of
roughly 10 m 2 . The rest of the surface is at significantly lower temperatures.
IV.2.2. Safety issues
IV.2.2.1. Loss of coolant accident (LOCA) consequences
A LOCA due to failure of in-chamber components or pipework may
have the following consequences:
- plasma disruption,
- temperature transients due to loss of heat removal,
- pressurisation of the vacuum chamber,
- chemical reactions,
- radioactivity mobilization with potential release from the vacuum chamber.
Water entering the vacuum chamber due to any significant LOCA will
raise the plasma impurity level with plasma shutdown by disruption as the
expected consequence. The released thermal and magnetic plasma energies
amount up to 9x10 J and 6x10 J per m of first wall surface. These energy
densities are small compared to the carbon thermal energy content per m so
that disruptions do not contribute significantly to increases of average metal
temperatures. Instead, they lead to highly localized thermal loads (in particular
due to run-away electrons with potential maximum parameters such as 300
MeV/particle, 100 MJ/m ) and to mechanical loads to plasma facing structures
and pipework. According to preliminary model calculations, the LOCA related
disruption may lead to particularly high current decay rates such as 1 to
4 MA/ms. The disruptive plasma shutdown on the other hand reduces the
normal operation heat loads to volumetric afterheat release (2% of the normal
operation loads at shutdown) in the plasma facing components.
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A disruption is perceived as an operational transient. Hence, the device
will be designed to withstand 500 full power and 1000 one-third power
disruptions during the physics phase. Nevertheless, disruptions have to be
considered as LOCA initiators or loads that aggravate an existing LOCA.
High PFC temperatures exist at some locations during normal operation
(radiatively cooled carbon armours) or may develop accidentally on various time
scales (subsecond to days). These temperature transients are driven by the
release of energies stored in the plasma and carbon armours and by nuclear
afterheat.
Water ingress will raise the in-chamber pressure on a time scale and to
an extent that are dominated by water operating temperature. In addition, they
depend moderately on pressure and leak size.
Water/steam can react significantly with certain PFC materials. At
present, carbon, tungsten, beryllium, copper and steel are such materials. Special
materials that may be required for diagnostic devices are not yet specified. A
necessary condition for reaction is co-existence of water/steam and elevated
materials temperatures (typically 600°C to 1000°C).
IV.2.2.2. Loss of vacuum accident (LOVA) consequences
A loss of vacuum accident (LOVA) due to failure of vacuum chamber
elements or attached equipment may have the following consequences:
- plasma disruption,
- temperature transients,
- pressurization of the vacuum chamber,
- chemical reactions,
- radioactivity release from the vacuum chamber.
The disruption issue is virtually as in the LOCA case.
Relevant chemical reactions with air during a LOVA are oxidation of
hot PFC materials. For carbon, tungsten, beryllium, steel and copper, there exists
a basic potential for self-sustained fires or dust explosions as the reactions are
exothermic. A necessary condition for oxidation is the co-existence of air and
elevated temperatures materials (typically 600°C to 800°C).
The most significant aspect of a LOVA rests with mobilization and the
inherent dispersion of radioactive and/or chemically toxic inventories residing in
the potentially oxidized materials and mobilizable dust.
IV.2.3. Safety features
Insight developed dining the project has led to safety group proposals of
both active and passive features, some of these have meanwhile been
implemented, in support of a high safety level:
- limitation of maximum normal operation and conditioning water temperatures
to the 100 to 150°C range at pressures from 1 to 3.5 MPa,
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- avoidance of bakeout water at 350°C requiring 175 MPa, instead use of helium
at about 4.0 MPa,
- use of doubly contained cooling water for first wall,
- use of conductively cooled first wall carbon armours wherever possible to allow
normal operation below 1000°C,
- use of inert gas in the volumes adjacent to the vacuum chamber and its
extensions,
- selection of a solid breeder blanket as the first option (vs. aqueous salt),
- provision of automatic shutters (actuated by overpressure) between chamber
and pump trains to isolate its tritium inventories from the chamber.
Most of the following safety analyses do not yet take credit for the above
features to provide cases in support of their implementation. The following
remain proposals for the EDA:
- provision of very fast (1 s scale) active plasma shutdown (presumably by
disruption),
- provision of fast (1 to 5 s scale) passive plasma shutdown (presumably by
disruption),
- provision of dual cooling loops for divertor and first wall to survive header
blockage/break,
- limitation of radioactive dust inventories to the 1 kg level (perhaps by regular
removal),
- minimization of in-chamber tungsten amounts,
- increase of the helium to tritium exhaust pumping ratio to reduce fuel cycle
inventories linked to the chamber,
- use of doubly contained cooling water for divertors.
IV.3. LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (LOCA) ANALYSES
More details of the material used here are provided in [1]. This section is
dominated by model analyses for first wall and divertor. They are protected by
carbon armours which presently is characteristic of the physics phase. The
analyses concentrate on water/steam ingress and its reaction with carbon.
Analysis [3] is the most recent one and applies ITER design information to the
largest extent possible. Analysis [4] uses the most elaborate geometric model.
The present technology phase option is PFC protection by tungsten.
Estimates of masses reacted with steam and of the related mobilization of
radioactivity have been made (see in particular Chapter IX).
IV.3.1. Temperature transients
First wall carbon temperatures decrease steadily during the LOCA
starting from their normal operation values. The short time scale (minutes)
transients are dominated by radiative and/or conductive heat transfer to the
adjacent cooler first wall metal. The endothermic chemical reaction and chamber
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atmosphere convection cooling play a minor role. The radiative temperature
transient from 1500°C down to non-reactive temperatures (around 800°C) lasts
typically 200 to 300 s when the effective emissivity is 0.7, which is characteristic of
carbon vs. blackened steel.
An earlier, medium time scale (hours) analysis [5] considers immediate
plasma shutdown, complete loss of active cooling, only radiative energy transfer
between adjacent components, and nuclear afterheat. It can broadly be applied to
the present case and shows the following: The temperature of radiatively cooled
carbon armours drops to 800°C and 700°C within about 300 s and 500 s
respectively. The first wall steel reaches a maximum of 600°C after 500 s. Within
the next 3 hours, both carbon and steel temperatures drop to minima slightly
above 400°C and subsequently increase very slowly on a long time scale (days).
This calculated long term behaviour may not be real as it is dominated by the
ultimate heat sink, i.e. by the boundary conditions at the device periphery. These
conditions, however, are only poorly defined at present. Their impact can be seen
from Fxg.VII-1 in Chapter VII.
The chamber atmosphere is heated very rapidly to the adjacent carbon
front temperature. Then, the atmosphere temperature behaves very similar to
that of the carbon.
IV.3.2. Pressurization
The wide spectrum of possible water leaks has been reduced to several
typical cases. Analyses were performed for most of them and provide a
parametric overview.
In [4], [6], both first wall/divertor cooling pipe (13 mm inner diameter)
and divertor collector (150 mm inner diameter) breaks have been analysed.
Water conditions are 1 to 3 MPa at about 100*C. Chamber pressures of about
110 kPa are reached 130 s to 300 s after water ingress. Values higher by about 50
kPa have also been calculated too in previous analyses. Variance is due to
different assumptions on steam condensation.
Analyses for total loss of cooling pertaining to the whole divertor system
(by ex-chamber LOFA, for example) without plasma shutdown within 1 to 5 s
(copper tubes) or within 10 to 20 s (molybdenum alloy tubes) suggest that each
divertor cooling pipe starts melting at the highest loaded location (see Chapter
VII). No pressures have yet been calculated for this scenario of common mode
leaks.
Endorsed by these analyses, the safety group concurs with the present
design decision to limit first wall/divertor water temperatures to 150°C/100°C.
The lower divertor water temperature reflects both the potentially higher rupture
probability and break size. Still, limiting all water tempertures to 100°C would
provide a higher safety margin, for both public and plant personel.
The consequences of a pipe or collector break during baking has been
analyzed [6]. The most extreme condition considered is heating by water at
350°C/17.5 MPa. In both cases, the pressure eventually exceeds the chamber
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design pressure of200 kPa. This occurs after 200 s for the pipe break and after a
few seconds for the collector break.
These findings support the design decision to use hot helium for bakeout
at 350°C.
The conditioning pipe break case has been analyzed for water at
200°C/1.6 MPa, 250°C/4 MPa, 300°C/9 MPa. The chamber design pressure is
reached after 1700,850,450 s respectively. The conditioning/collector break case
has been analyzed for the same water conditions. Design pressure in all cases is
exceeded after a few seconds. These findings support the design decision to avoid
conditioning by water above 150°C.
No carbon - steam reactions occur during baking and conditioning
LOCA's as the carbon temperatures pertaining to this operation mode are too
low for chemical reactions to occur.
IV33. Chemical reactions (mainly carbon - steam)
A reaction rate correlation measured for a specific graphite (GraphNOL
N3M) at temperatures up to 1700°C and 100 kPa steam pressure has been used
for analysis [3]. The correlation yields mass of carbon reacted per unit area and
time vs. temperature.
As an extreme case, full coverage of the first wall by carbon armours at
1500°C has been considered. Analysis [3] postulates three different water inflow
rates (5,50,100 kg/s) to provide a parametric overview and yields H2 masses of
27, 32 and 35 kg respectively. Analysis [4] (water inflow rate is about 6 kg/s)
yields 15 kg H^ after scaling to conditions commensurate with [3]. Remaining
variance is mainly due to differing assumptions on carbon cooling by water and
in-chamber atmospheric convection.
Leak size, i.e. water inflow rate has a moderate influence on H2 mass.
This is shown by all analyses. According to [3], for example, 35 vs. 27 kg pertain
to inflow rates of 100 vs. 5 kg. The reason is the limited energy available from the
carbon for water evaporation.
The calculated masses of reacted carbon range from 90 to 210 kg in
proportion to hydrogen masses. This corresponds at maximum to 0.7 % of the
first wall carbon mass, equivalent to 0.14 mm reaction layer thickness.
Given the chemical reactivity hazard, a first wall design characterized by
90%/1000°C, 9%/1500°C, 1%/1800°C (wall area fraction/temperature) has
presently been adopted. The armours at 1500 and 1800°C are radiatively cooled,
those at 1000°C are conductive. To conservatively model this design, analysis [3]
postulates a 90%/1000°C, 10%/1800°C configuration. This yields H 2 masses of
4.7 and 5.6 kg for water inflow rates of 5 and 100 kg/s.
Generation of larger hydrogen amounts (by typically 50%) are also
compatible with the present data base as some lower density carbon composites
show higher reaction rates [3].
The hazard of H , and CO combustion with air has been assessed in [4]
by applying the commonly used reaction diagrams for mixtures of H2, CO,
steam, and air. They, for example, indicate combustion up to explosion (pressure
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wave) or detonation (shock wave) at 5 vol% and 13 vol% respectively of H2 and
CO in dry air. The accident is modelled by window rupture (i.e. a LOVA) at
100 kPa absolute (i.e.ambient) in-chamber pressure reached in the course of the
LOCA. The break area assumed is 0.8 m . The break leads to mixing of H2 and
CO with air inside and outside the chamber. Later this break, tentatively assumed
at 100 kPa, turned out to be slightly non-conservative. Combustion, explosion or
detonation hazards were neither found for the chamber nor for the surrounding
volumes at any time after break occurrence. Mixtures rather close to the
combustion limit were found, however, in the gaps between blanket boxes and
vacuum chamber close to the break.
Potential deviations in actual cases from the above model analysis lead
to concluding that
amounts beyond 10 kg entail local combustion hazards.
The 90%/9%/l% configuration is judged to be an adequate response to this
finding. For all configurations, the hazard can be strongly reduced by providing
inert gas adjacent to the chamber as has been adopted for the present design.
Tungsten, copper, and steel - steam reactions lead to significant
oxidation-driven volatilization on the long time scale (days). Analyses of model
accidents like those for the carbon-steam case have not yet been made. Measured
volatalization rates, however, have been used to estimate the metal amounts
mobilized by a long term LOCA to provide a consequence envelope (see IV.5.4).
IV.4. LOSS OF VACUUM ACCIDENT (LOVA) ANALYSES
More details of the material used here are provided in [1]. The analyses
are again centred around PFC protection by carbon armours. The analyses
concentrate on air ingress and its reaction with carbon. The first analyses [7], [8]
pertain to various assumptions for the chamber break size. They consider the
quite extreme case of all armours operating around 1500°C. The more recent
analyses [9] and [10] apply ITER design information to the largest extent possible
and use a much more elaborate geometric model.
The present technology phase option is PFC protection by tungsten.
Estimates of masses reacted with air and the related mobilization of radioactivity
have been made (see in particular Chapter IX).
IV.4.1. Temperature transients
Carbon armour temperatures broadly behave as for the LOCA (see
IV3.1), i.e, they decrease steadily during the accident. This implies as the most
relevant result that no selfsustained carbon fire develops. The transients are
dominated by radiative and/or conductive heat transfer to the first wall/divertor
structures and cooling systems. This is even the case if cooling is downgraded to
loss of flow conditions (LOFA) [10]. The exothermic chemical reactions and
convective in-chamber cooling play a certain role but do not dominate. The
radiative temperature transient from 1500°C down to non-reactive temperatures
(around 800°C) lasts typically 500 s. The behaviour on the time scale of hours is
similar to the LOCA case (see IV3.1).
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As in the LOCA case, the temperature of the chamber atmosphere
behaves broadly similar to that of the adjacent carbon front surfaces.
IV.4.2. Pressurization
No chamber overpressure due to pressure or shock waves is shown by
the models. This may be due to limited time resolution. At present more detailed
analysis is not judged necessary as significant pressure and shock wave
phenomena are unlikely.
Analyses [7], [8], [9] and [10] all show that ambient pressure is reached
in the chamber on a short time scale (few seconds). No short time scale inchamber overpressures (relative to ambient) due to the inertia of the entering air
and to its heating by hot components and the chemical reactions are detected.
At later times, in-chamber pressures are always very close to those in the
adjacent volumes. This ambient pressure, however, may be significantly enhanced
due to heating of the adjacent atmosphere volumes by hot combustion gas
leaving the chamber. A volume of 40,000 m , assumed in [9] and [10] as
indicative example, is pressurized within about 1250 s after the break to maxima
ranging from 108 kPa [9] to 115 kPa [10].
IV.4,3. Chemical reactions (mainly carbon - air)
A reaction rate correlation measured for a specific graphite (Union
Carbide TS1792) at temperatures up to 1700°C and 100 kPa air pressure has
been used for the analyses [11].
Analysis [7] (all carbon armours at about 1500°C) postulates as an
extreme case that an area of 0.8 m at the chamber's midplane is opened within
0.1 s. This break causes another break (after 0.2 s) of 10 x 0.8 m on the opposite
side of the chamber. First wall and divertor cooling remain operational.
The large breaks together with high carbon temperatures yield actual
reaction rates which are always at least close to the experimental correlation.
This points to ample supply of air through the breaks. The maximum mass of
reacted carbon is 650 kg corresponding to 2.2 % of the first wall carbon mass,
equivalent to 0.4 mm reaction layer thickness.
The most recent analyses pertain to the 90%/1000°C, 9%/1500°C,
1%/1800°C first wall configuration. A single break of 2 m (throat of the neutral
beam duct) at the device midplane is postulated to model the LOVA. All
analyses show the development of a closed convection pattern also for a single
break that uses the lower and upper portions of the break for inward and
outward gasflowrespectively.
If the first wall cooling remains operational, the accident leads to
combustion of 200 kg carbon [9]. This corresponds to 0.7 % of the first wall
carbon mass, equivalent to 0.14 mm reaction layer thickness.
If the first wall cooling degrades to loss of flow (LOFA) conditions
during the LOVA, the mass of reacted carbon increases to 275 kg, equivalent to
about 0.2 mm reaction layer thickness.
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IV.5. RADIOACTIVITY MOBILIZATION
Chamber radioactivity resides in tritium and activation products.
Estimates of radioactivity mobilization have been made and doses to the public
have been calculated on this basis. Chamber radioactivity mobilized by a LOCA
or a LOVA enters the vacuum system if shutters between chamber and pump
train cannot be installed or cannot close on the time scale of the associated
pressure build-up or fail. The time scale is a few seconds for the conditioning
LOCA (see IV.3.2) and all LOVA's (see IV.4.2).
Release of the mobilized radioactivity into ex-chamber volumes can
occur if the LOCA eventually leads to a LOVA by failure of the chamber or
linked components or due to the action of pressure relief devices. The necessary
condition for a subsequent LOVA is chamber pressurization beyond the design
pressure of 200 kPa absolute.
Release of the mobilized radioactivity into px-chamber volumes is
inherent to the LOVA.
Release to the environment would occur if the accidents or further
consequences eventually lead to degradation or failure of the remaining two
confinement barriers in particular of the reactor building. This chamber LOCA
or LOVA consequence is judged to be at least a very low probability event,
perhaps a hypothetical one.
Given the present inventory uncertainties and model imperfections, no
discrimination can be made between potential tritium mobilization by chamber
LOCA and LOVA.
IV.5.1. Tritium
Tritium in carbon: In the physics phase, tritium up to the one kg order
may reside on first wall and divertor armours, mainly in layer inventories
(chapter IX based on [12]). Mobilization of this inventory away from radiatively
cooled armours is expected during the carbon cooldown to non-Teactive
temperatures that lasts 300 s (LOCA) to 500 s (LOVA). It is conceivable that
mobilisation also occurs from the conductive armour (below 1000 °C)
inventories, i.e. eventually from the entire PFC surface.
Complete mobilization by the reactions of the carbon dust inventory is
judged likely. The present physics phase reference value for the tritium mass in
cold carbon dust is one kg (Chapter IX based on [12]).
According to present knowledge, no significant carbon bulk inventory
builds up during the physics phase due to slow diffusion combined with short
integral plasma burn time.
It is not yet decided whether carbon will be present in the technology
phase. The tritium inventory estimates in [12] for PFC and dust are generally
lower than for the physics phase but seem to be more uncertain. To be
conservative in this unclear situation, physics phase inventories should be used
for mobilization estimates.
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Pyrolytic graphite seems no longer to be a materials option. Its use for
the divertor might have reduced bulk inventories by one to two orders of
magnitude. This, however, is not very significant as layer inventories dominate
mobilization.
Tritium in other PFC materials: Besides carbon, there exist other PFC
options (see IV.2.1). Technology phase tritium inventories in these materials
have been estimated though they are very uncertain. Reference values are: 200 g
in tungsten [12], 100 g in stainless steel [12], 20 g in beryllium [12]).
No analyses by accident models for tritium mobilization from these
metals by reactions with water/steam or air have been performed. At present,
the amounts of mobilized tritium Lave to be identified with the inventories.
Tritium in crvopumps: For both the physics and the technology phase,
the tritium inventory in the cryopumps is estimated to be 150 g [12]. This
inventory is judged to be completely mobilizable by the ingress of steam or gases
if shutters cannot be installed or cannot close on the required time scale.
In conclusion, potential tritium mobilization from the various inventories
is conservatively estimated to be up to 300 g in the physics phase and in the
technology phase. Still, uncertainties are up to a factor of 10.
Consequence estimates in terms of doses are provided by Tables IX-3,
IX-5, IX-7 in Chapter IX.
IV.5.2. Activation products
Most of the considerations for mobilization are similar for LOCA and
LOVA. The estimates are based on measured rates for oxidation driven volatility
of metals getting into contact with steam or air ([13] and further references in
chapter IX). To provide a consequence envelope, this data base has been
combined with present information on long term (days) temperatures of first wall
and divertors due to nuclear afterheat release combined with complete loss of
cooling. The following reference temperatures have been used:
600 °C ± 100 °C for the first wall, lasting 7 days,
700 °C ± 100 °C for the divertor, lasting 7 days.
These are broad approximations based on a synopsis of the available calculations
for first wall and divertor loss of cooling events (see Chapter VII and Figures
VH-1, VII-2).
Selection of tungsten armours for the technology phase leads to
dominance of neutron activation by this material as it is very high (around 80
TBq/cm3 for the divertor, 25 TBq/cm3 for the first wall) in thin surface layers.
The divertor reference LOCA condition in the steam/air cases entails mobilized
metal masses of about 50 kg /1.6 kg from 200 m surface area.
Use of copper loops at blanket box side walls for plasma stabilization
implies the hazard of mobilizing part of the copper activity which is significant
(around 20 TBq/cnr). The first wall reference LOCA condition in the steam/air
cases entails metal mobilization of 20 kg/12 kg from 1000 rs? surface area.
Use of a bare steel first wall (up to 4 TBq/cm3 in the outboard first
wall) would lead to rather low mobilized masses: the first wall reference LOCA
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condition in the steam/air cases entails mobilized masses from 800 m surface
area around the 0.5 kg level.
Complete mobilization by the reaction of the tungsten dust inventory is
judged likely. The present technology phase reference value for the very
uncertain tungsten dust mass is 10 kg (see Table 1X-4 in Chapter IX).
IV.53. Doses
Doses have been calculated for a variety of events in the physics and/or
technology phases. In broad summary, worst case doses range up to 65 mSv.
Uncertainties are estimated to be factors up to 10 up and down. The details are
presented by Tables IX.-2 to IX.-5 and IX.-7 in Chapter IX.
IV.6. CONCLUSIONS
The plasma chamber plays a major safety role as large radioactivity
inventories (both tritium and activation products) together with significant
accident initiators reside within the vacuum boundary and in close proximity
around it. A significant fraction of the inventories is prone to mobilization
Direct initiators of plasma chamber accidents are in-chamber LOCA
and LOVA.
Ex-chamber initiators of chamber relevance are large scale LOFA and
loss of coolant pressure (significant probabilities) and large scale LOCA (low
probability). The issue in the latter cases is potential strong damage to inchamber components by ongoing plasma burn leading to in-chamber LOCA
and/or LOVA.
Another potentially relevant ex-chamber initiator is off-normal magnet
performance leading to mechanical impact on the chamber.
An ex-plant initiator of relevance is earthquake but can be assessed with
sufficient credibility only for actual sites.
It is judged that the radiological consequences of accidents caused by exchamber or ex-plant initiators are covered by those for the chamber LOCA's and
LOVA's presented in this chapter.
The water-carbon reaction during a LOCA is endothermic. Depending
on carbon temperatures and areas, it generates hydrogen at the 1,10 and several
10 kg levels. The corresponding first wall carbon temperatures (assumed to
prevail on the entire surface in each case) are 1000°C, 1500°C and 1800°C. There
exists a basic hazard of H2 and CO combustion with air for a chamber LOVA
subsequent to the LOCA. At the 10 kg level, mixtures close to the combustion
limit exist.
Carbon-air reactions do not lead to self-sustained fires due to a LOVA.
This is also the case if PFC cooling is downgraded to loss of flow conditions.
The reactions of carbon with water or air at maximum remove up to 2 %
of the carbon mass residing in the chamber, equivalent to a reaction layer
thickness of about 0.4 mm.
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The radiological hazard of LOCA and LOVA rests with mobilization of
tritium (up to 300 g> and activated materials (UP to 50 kel if tungsten (armours)
and copper (stabilizing loops) are used. Variance of most numbers is estimated
to be a factor 3 to 10 up.
First priority recommendations for the design based on the chamber
analyses are as follows:
- Mobilizable radioactivity inventories in and linked to the chamber should be as
small as possible.
- Temperatures and amounts of chemically reactive in-chamber materials should
be as small as compatible with engineering and plasma operation including
disruptions. Low risk temperatures are 600°C to 1000°C, depending on details.
- Limitation of all water temperatures to 150°C, preferably even 100°C.
- Limitation of radioactive dust inventories to below 1 kg.
- Provision of an inert gas zone around the chamber. The problems with respect
to technical feasibility in details and remote maintenance/repair seem to be
resolvable.
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V. TRITIUM SYSTEM SAFETY
V.l. INTRODUCTION
The ITER tritium system is a complicated nuclear chemical plant
composed of many subsystems such as fuelling devices, vacuum pumping and
processing systems, blanket tritium recovery system, detritiation system for the
primary cooling systems of the first wall, the divertor and the blankets, and
atmospheric gas detritiation systems. Several options have been proposed for the
conceptual design of these subsystems. Efforts have been made in the course of
the CDA to achieve a consistent reference design of the entire tritium systems.
An extensive, separate document [1] contains a Failure Mode and Effects
Analysis (FMEA) for the Tritium Fuel Cycle systems. This chapter is a
condensation of that report. This chapter briefly describes tritium systems and
the FMEA process and highlights the FMEA results in the form of design
guidelines. The FMEA has been performed for the following subsystems [1]:
- gas puffing
• pellet injection
- torus vacuum pumping with compound cryopumps
- hydrogen isotope separation
- fuel storage
- driver blanket tritium recovery
- primary cooling
- waste water detritiation.
The design of the above subsystems will be revised and/or optimized in
accordance with further development of the tritium processes and components
and with the determination of the specific D-T operation modes of the plasma
and supporting Fuel Cycle equipment. Despite the early design stage, it was
considered appropriate to perform this systematic FMEA to provide first safety
insight. Guidelines derived from this study should be applied as design criteria
for the EDA.
V.2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE TRITIUM SYSTEM
Figure V-l shows the block diagram of the tritium system. It is a very
large interlinked system comprising more than 15 subsystems [2]. Most of these
subsystems perform complicated processes of chemical engineering. Figures V-2
and V-3 show process flow diagrams of the plasma exhaust gas purification
systems [3] and the driver blanket tritium recovery system [4] respectively. As
demonstrated by the figures, these subsystems are typically composed of many
process sub-loops with their own controllers. Some of the sub-loops are operated
sequentially in a batch mode. Process controllers monitor and provide feedback
to keep processes operating. They take action during off-normal conditons.
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Fig. V-l. ITER fuel cycle block diagram
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Fig. V-2. Piping and instrument flow diagram of plasma exhaust purification subsystem
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Fig. V-3. Flow diagram of water cooled ceramic blanket tritium recovery subsystem

V3. FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
The database for developing a systematical and rational FMEA for the
ITER tritium system is inadequate, however, relevant fission generic database is
available. The present FMEA makes use of the design and operation experience
from existing large tritium facilities such as the Tritium Systems Test Assembly at
LANL/USA [5], the Tritium Processing Laboratory at JAERI/Japan and DTRF
(Canada). These facilities are dedicated to the tritium technology development
for fusion and exploit engineering experience from related nuclear fission
technology.
The parts of the study are described in the following.
(D Failure rates are categorized by order of magnitude according to 3 levels for
the following major components;
- mechanical pumps,
- chemical reactors
- low temperature process components (freezer, cold trap, hydrogen distillation
column, adsorption bed, refrigerator, etc.),
- process controllers (pressure, temperature, flow rate, vacuum gas analyzer,
- monitors (tritium, combustible gases),
- valves for process control, isolation and interlock.
Level I: possible to occur sometimes during plant operating life ( > 10E-l/yr),
Level II: unlikely to occur during plant operating life of (10E-l/yr to 10E-2/yr),
Level III: not expected to occur during plant operating life (< 10E-2/yr).
Failure of process pipework is not included in these definitions because
of the large uncertainty in specifications (size and length, number of connections
and welds, variety of pipe materials, etc). As most of the fluids in the tritium
systems do not contain high concentration of acids and/or alkalines, failure rates
due to corrosion are expected to be extremely low.
(2) Failure effect classes are defined on the basis of increasing severity, from
process interruption (TV) to tritium release to the environment (I).
For a quantitative evaluation of tritium leakages, the tritium inventory
distribution and its process conditions in each component are required. This
information was not available for all tritium subsystems during the CDA, so that
tritium release rates were classified by using existing guidelines that were
developed for the TSTA safety analysis [5],
Level I: Tritium release to the environment
la: Major release ( > 10 Ci/spill)
lb: Minor release ( < 1 0 Ci/spill)
Level II: Tritium release into reactor building and/or tritium processing rooms
Ila: Major release
lib: Minor release.
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Level m : Tritium release to secondary containment
IQa: Major release
mb: Minor release
Level IV: Loss of process function

V.4. GUIDELINES FOR TRITIUM SYSTEM DESIGN
V.4.1. Multiple barrier containment
Multiple barrier containment of tritium is the fundamental technology to
ensure tritium safety for workers and public. Much technology R&D for fusion
tritium systems has been carried out over the past ten years in the various ITER
countries. The recommendations resulting from the ITER tritium system FMEA
and general tritium expertise are presented in the following.
(1) Primary containment design
Components, valves, sensors, pipe work, lubricants, etc. for tritium
processing and/or handling should be designed to be the primary tritium
enclosures.
Materials for components, gaskets and shields, electrical feed throughs
should be tritium compatible to ensure long term function and prevention of
tritiated impurities.
Passive safety design to avoid explosive chemical reactions is essential
for the catalytic reactors
Design avoiding accidental overpressure in the primary components is
an essential part of passive safety design of the tritium systems. Critical
components are hydrogen distillation columns and solid adsorption beds
operated at cryogenic temperatures as well as metal-hydride storage beds
containing large inventories of gaseous hydrogen isotopes. The use of spring
loaded relief valves and rupture discs can prevent overpressures.
(2) Secondary containment design
The primary tritium systems containing significant quantities and/or
concentrations of tritium should be enclosed by secondary containments such as
gloveboxes and tritium tight enclosures equipped with atmospheric gas
detritiation systems.
Inert gas atmospheres should be used to avoid the possibility of a
hydrogen detonation in case of a spill from Fuel Cycle components containing
large amounts of hydrogen.
Slightly negative pressure in the glovebox enclosures and rooms with air
atmosphere should be employed to reduce tritium leakage into the tertiary
containment through secondary containment walls.
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Slightly positive pressure in rooms that accomodate fuelling, torus
vacuum pumping and neutral beam injection systems may be employed to reduce
air leakage from the adjacent rooms.
Oxygen concentration in the secondary containment should be
minimized to reduce surface contamination by tritiated moisture generated by
HT to HTO conversion on the primary and secondary containment surfaces.
Optimization of leak tightness (for both inleakages and outleakages) is
necessary to reduce the size of the detritiation and oxygen concentration control
systems.
The surface materials of the secondary enclosures should be selected for
the ease of decontamination after tritium contamination.
The detritiation system parameters such as throughput, decontamination
factor, time constant for system actuation, etc. should be optimized according to
the features of the tritium system •within the confinement zone served by that
detritiation system.
(3) Tertiary containment
Leak tight design of the ITER buildings and their equipment with
detritiation systems is essential as they are the final barrier to the environment.
Optimization of atmospheric pressure and gas flow in the multiple
barrier containment is essential to prevent cross contamination at any phase of
ITER operation (normal operation, maintenance, accidents).
Passive safety systems such as a filter/vent system may be required as
part of the tertiary containment to cope with accidental overpressure and/or
underpressure, which might be caused by accidents such as a large leakage of
water at high temperature and pressure [6,7,8 and Chapter VII].
V.4.2. Fail safe design
For any off-normal condition, the components and subsystems affected
must be operated in a proper manner to maintain system function and/or to
mitigate the effects of off-normal conditions such as component failures.
Fail safe design including interlock and/or scram functions should be
employed throughout all systems:
- electrical heaters
- process cooling systems
- pressure and vacuum controllers
- flow controllers
- process gas transfer and/or circulation pumps
- monitors of key chemical species such as tritium, hydrogen, oxygen, moisture.
V.4.3. Redundancy and spares
In addition to fail safe design, redundancy of the key components in each
subsystem is essential to maintain their functions without system shutdown.
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TABLE V-l. KEY COMPONENTS OF REDUNDANCY

Subsystem

Redundancy

Pellet Injection

100* redundancy for both systems of low and high speed
injection

Gas puffing

100% redundancy for D-T puffing valves

Torus vacuum pumping

Out-of-line spare components (1 CCP, 1-2 TMPs, 5-10
Gatevalves)

Plasma exhaust gas
purification punping

One set of key components (prefilter, freezer,
catalytic reactors, permeators, cryogenic adsorption
beds, water electrolysis cell, mechanical pumps, etc.

Isotope separation

Out-of-line spare components (flow controllers,
mechanical pumps)

Fuel storage

50% redundancy of metal hydride beds

Blanket tritium
recovery

One set of key components (prefliters, freezers,
catalytic reactors, permeators, cryogenic adsorption
beds, water electrolysis cell, mechanical pumps, etc)

Primary cooling

Out-of-line spare components (filters, valves, pumps,
etc)

Waste water processing Out-of-line spare components for front-end-process and
water distillation system
Safety system
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100% redundancy of key components such as isolation
dumpers, catalytic recombiners, moisture desorption
bes. mechanical pumps. 100% redundancy of key detectors
such as monitors of tritium, hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitrogen, pressure controllers of secondary and
tertiary containments

Table V-l shows a list of major redundancy and spares selected on the
basis current conceptual design and technology. From the tritium safety point of
view, sufficient redundancy of the tritium safety subsystems, such as atmospheric
gas detritiation systems, is essential.
V.4.4. Isolation from torus
For the following accidental events, most of the tritium subsystems must
be isolated:
1.
2.
3.

Loss of fuel cycle system function.
In-chamber and/or ex-chamber accidents such as LOCA, LOVA,
LOFA.
Failure of a system serviced by the fuel cycle system.

Isolation in cases (2) to (3) is required to protect the tritium
subsystem(s) and to prevent accident propagation. In-chamber LOCA and
LOVA may cause serious damage especially to the torus vacuum pumping
systems and the NBI vacuum pumping system. In case of reactor hall
overpressure [7,8], caused by the in-chamber or ex-chamber LOCA (from the
primary cooling system), isolation of room detritiation systems would be required
to prevent damage due to inflow of very large steam volumes [8].
V.4.5. Detector performance and reliability
The tritium subsystems use various process controllers, monitors, local
process interlocks and isolation systems. As the detectors of these components
play a key role in ensuring tritium safety, their response time and reliability has
to be assured at a high level. There must be administrative requirements for
periodic calibration.
V.4.6. Consideration of neutron induced activity
Tritium subsystems are located in either the reactor building or in
dedicated tritium processing buildings. Unlike the reactor building, tritium
systems in the tritium building are assumed to be free of significant gamma
activity. So, the two types of locations differ in the ability to conduct normal
access for maintenance. Future design optimization must consider gamma
contamination levels, maintenance schemes, and location of the equipment.
(1) Tritium system inside the reactor building
Personnel access to several subsystems is most likely impossible as most
of their components will be highly activated by neutrons. Atmospheric gas in
these rooms may contain activated particles generated from impurities even if He
gas is employed. The following subsystems belong to this category:
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- fuelling subsystems (gas puffing, pellet injection)
- torus vacuum pumping system
- vacuum systems for NBI, and diagnostics.
These systems need to be designed for full remote maintenance.
(2) Tritium system outside the reactor building
Subsystems located outside the reactor building can basically be
accessed without neutron and gamma shielding. Part of the components,
however, wall receive activity from impurities contained in the process gas
streams and the primary cooling water.
Components of this kind are:
- front-end components (filters, condensers, cold traps, etc.) in the purification
systems for the plasma exhaust, fuelling system, NBI, and diagnostics
- front-end components: (filters, condensers, cold traps, etc.) in the blanket
tritium recovery system. Helium purge gas from ceramic breeder would even
include fission products originating from uranium existing as impurity in the
breeder [4].
- front-end components: (filters, ion-exchange columns, etc.) in the tritiated
water processing systems for the primary coolant and in waste water from
secondary and tertiary containment systems. Corrosion products from the
primary cooling system would be highly activated.
- front-end components: (filters, holding tanks, etc.) in the secondary and tertiary
containment systems. In case of a major accident followed by dust release from
the chamber, these systems are the barrier to prevent release of radioactive
particles to the environment.
V.5. CONCLUSIONS
This preliminary study is based on the conceptual design of the tritium
systems and the currently available tritium technology developed for fusion
during the last decade. The tritium, i.e., fuel cycle system, is a large and
complicated plant. Future optimization requires specific information on the
relations between interlinked subsystems as well as on operation scenarios,
maintenance, and accidents.
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VI. MAGNET SYSTEM SAFETY
VL1. INTRODUCTION
The magnet system does not contain significant radioactivity inventories
but the large energy inventory is a potential accident initiator. Without careful
design, accidents could propagate into the vacuum vessel, the tritium system and
the cooling system, which all contain significant amounts of radioactivity.
Therefore, the magnet system must be designed to confine any damage.
Confirmation of this concept requires both extensive analysis and a full design
definition, which is not presently available. This safety related analysis has been
taken to a level consistent with the design definition.
VI.2. DEFINITION OF MAGNET SYSTEM OPERATING LEVELS
The magnet system consists essentially of four systems:
- T F Coils
- P F Coils
- Power Supplies
- Cryogenic Supplies.
We have defined three conditions for the TF coils:
1.

TF normal operation where the coils must not quench:
- TF coils charged to operating current
- PF coils ramped to drive and control the plasma
- Plasma disruption.

2.

3.

TF upset operation where the coils must be shut down without damage:
- Coil quench
- Loss of coolant
- Loss of power
- Loss of cryostat vacuum
- Earthquake.
TF fault conditions where damage must be contained within the TF coil
system
- Electrical short circuit
- Electrical open circuit
- Mechanical failure
- Control failure.
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Similarly, we have defined three conditions for the PF coils:
1.

PF normal operation where the coils must not quench:

2.

- PF coils ramped to drive and control the plasma
- Plasma disruption.
PF upset operation where the coils must be shut down without damage:
- Coil quench
- Loss of coolant
- Loss of power
- Loss of cryostat vacuum
- Earthquake.

3.

PF fault conditions where damage must be contained within the PF coil
system:
- Electrical short circuit
- Electrical open circuit
- Mechanical failure
- Control failure.
The analagous conditions for the power supply systems are as follows:

1.

Power Systems normal operation:
- The power supplies function as designed covering normal and upset
coil conditions.

2.

Power Systems upset operation:
- Failure of 'first-level' components such as circuit breakers. In this case
there should be a back-up system to take over the function (i.e. an
explosive switch) and the coils must remain in the normal or upset
operating classes.

3.

Fault conditions in coil:
- Failure in main and back-up systems
- Loss of controls
- Open circuit to coil
- Short circuit to coils or to ground. In this case the coils may also
operate at the faulted level.
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Finally, the conditions for the cryogenic supply systems are as follows:
1.

Cryogenic Systems normal operation:
- including normal and upset coil operation.

2.

Upset conditions are:
- Loss of flow
- Loss of control of temperature
- Component failure in refrigerator.

3.

Fault condition is:
- Coolant line breakage.

The interaction between the systems and the various operating levels is
defined in Figure VI-1 in the interests of damage limitation, particular attention
must be paid to possible faults within the power supply system, since these can
provoke fault conditions in the coils. The provision of passive back-up systems is
required. This is not an issue from public safety point of view since in any case
coil faults should be self contained.

Cryogenic
system
conditions

Normal

Magnet
coll
conditions

Normal ^

Power
system
conditions

_

Normal

Upset

Upset

Upset

Fault

Fault

Fault

Fig. VI-1. Magnet system operating levels
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VI3. DEFINITION OF FAULTS FOR ANALYSIS
As first step the following will be considered:
1.
2.

Only one initial fault,
All other systems function correctly, i.e., as in normal or upset operating
conditions.
Analytical work has concentrated in three areas:

1.

2.
3.

Structural assessment. As the toroidal field coils system has the highest
stored magnetic energy and the most extensive structural system, the
analysis has taken this as the first priority. The capacity for the PF
system to interact with external systems is much less and there is
substantial design flexibility to prevent such interaction.
Electromagnetic/power supply assessment. For the same reasons as in
(1), analysis has concentrated on the toroidal field coil power supplies.
Quench propagation. The quench of a superconductor can lead to high
local rates of energy dissipation unless the quench propagates through
the winding and increases the volume in which the energy is deposited.
Analysis tools have been developed for this problem but still need to be
coupled with the electromagnetic and power supply analysis.

One of the remaining concerns is a damage of the plasma vacuum
boundary (e.g. vacuum pump duct) by arcing. Carefid engineering design to
prevent this damage should be done in the future.
VIA RESULTS
Toroidal Field Coils:
The capacity of the power supply ( < 2 0 MW) compared to the energy
stored in the coils (""40 GJ) is small, and so the possibilities for current
redistribution in the coils are limited by the inductive coupling between the coils.
The current within the coils must remain broadly symmetric (see the section on
power supplies) except in the case when either a fast discharge of the coils with a
high applied voltage is attempted and a coil short circuit occurs, or in the case
when coil current leads are disrupted (by, for example a severe impact).
In the first case, the current in a single coil is driven to a maximum of
about 2.6 times its operational value while the current in the other coils decreases
to near zero. In the second case, the coil terminals would almost certainly
become bridged by an arc due to the high coil terminal voltage that develops if
the current is interrupted. The subsequent behaviour depends on the action of
the power supply system. If the other coils are put into a fast discharge, the coil
with the failed terminals behaves as a shorted coil. If the coils remain charged
there will be a slow discharge of the shorted coil into the arc at the same time as
some of the coil energy transfers to adjacent coils in order to conserve flux.
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Eventually the coil current in the faulted coil will reach zero while all the others
remain fully charged.
The structural integrity of the TF coil system is dominated by the
behaviour of the central vault, although the joint of the outer part of the coils to
the outer intercoil structure is also important. In normal operation the centering
forces of the coils wedge them together in the vault and allow torsion to be
transmitted by friction across the insulated coil-coil interfaces. To give overall
stability the coils are joined by insulated shear keys/bolts in the 'ears' at each end
of the vault. When a single coil current is increased as the remaining coils are
discharged, the wedging action in the vault becomes unbalanced. Finite element
analysis shows that the coil case stresses remain below the yield values (~1200
MPa) but that friction does not maintain the wedging in the vault. The shorted
coil tends to adopt a circular form, and there is some possibility of it contacting
the vertical support structure of the central solenoid. The shear keys can exert an
important restraint on this movement. From the safety viewpoint, however, the
solenoid is well able to support the extra pressure and no damage occurs of the
outside magnet system.
The analysis of a single coil with zero current while the remaining coils
have full current is more difficult as there is a compression in the vault and the
precise modelling of friction effects is important. The vault compression tends to
squeeze the faulted coil outwards from the vault, with the movement restrained
by friction and the shear keys. If slip can be prevented, the stress levels and
displacements remain acceptable. If slip occurs then, although stresses remain
below the yield value, the coil can contact the thermal shield and vacuum vessel.
Th? analysis confirms that the structural integrity of the TF coils is maintained
under all possible faulted load conditions and coil deformation seems to remain
acceptable. If future detailed analysis showed that deformation is too large, it can
be reduced by improving the vault rigidity (by, for example the use of oblique
insulated shear keys along the whole length) at the cost of increased remote
handling complexity.

Toroidal Field Coil Power Supplies:
The main function of the TF coil power supplies is protection of the
coils, since charging can be on a long timescale at low voltage. The coils are
primarily connected in one or two (with alternate coils in each circuit) series
circuits with a discharge resistor and switch for each coil and a ground resistor at
each coil. The resistor values are selected so that most of the current flows in the
series circuit even if the switches fail to open. The individual ground resistors
reduce the coil voltage in this case, at the cost of some loss of symmetry in the
coil current pattern (Figure VI-2). The peak voltage that can occur on the coils in
the event of switching malfunction is 2.3 times the individual discharge voltage.
This peak voltage is kept to 20 kV, the coil design level. The circuit has a high
degree of redundancy, and additional protection in the form of explosive switches
can be included.
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Fig. VI-3a. Temperature evolution in the high field regions of the first four turns
of the analyzed TF pancake during a quench with current dump initiated in the
second turn. For the hot spot (second turn) also the helium and jacket
temperatures arc shown.
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Fig. VI-3b. Temperature evolution in the high field regions of the first four turns
of the analyzed TF pancake during a quench at constant current initiated in the
second turn. The solution obtained with and without thermal links across the
turns are reported.
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Quench Propagation:
Once a quench has been initiated in a conductor, it spreads through the
winding due to the expulsion of hot helium carrying the heat and by heat
conduction through the interpancake and interturn insulation to adjacent
conductors. A computer code to model this process has been developed and
applied to the TF coil winding pack. Typical results are shown in Figure VI-3. In
Figure VI-3a, the coils are dumped with a time constant of 12.5 s and the
conductor reaches the design 'hot spot temperature' of 150 K In Figure VI-3b no
discharge is initiated. The temperature reaches 300 K after 7 s and (not shown)
about 500 K after 20 s. The quench spreads to adjacent pancakes at the rate of
about one every 4 s. After 20 s the coil voltage has reached 1 kV and it is not
realistic to consider that the conductor current can remain constant. The current
tends to reduce, which reduces the rate of heating. The conductor insulation can
be damaged at temperatures above 500 Kbut temperatures over 1000 K must be
reached before there is a risk of structural melting. The analysis has yet to be
completed, but it seems likely that the magnetic energy in a quench is sufficiently
well distributed in a coil to prevent the possibility of melting.

Cryogenic System:
The cryogenic system has a total helium inventory of about 80 m in the
coils, plus that present in the supply lines and refrigerating plant. However the
maximum in any one coil is about 8 m 3 (P6) with 2 m in each TF coil. In the
event of a cooling line break, it is possible for these latter quantities to be
expelled into the cryostat. The time of expulsion could approach the time of a
coil self quench (~30 s). This quantity of helium is capable of pressurizing the
6000 m of cryostat to 30 kPa at 300 K. This does not appear to be a problem,
and bursting disks could in addition be provided.

Poloidal Field Coil System:
The power supplies for the PF coil system must have a power delivery
capability of hundreds of megawatts. In the event of a control malfunction, it is
possible to overenergise any or all of the coils. Calculations have yet to be
performed, but it is likely that self quench of the coil will occur before the
structural limit is reached. However, the power supply capability is such that, if
power delivery continues, some form of thermal/mechanical failure is inevitable
in the coil. Protection must be provided as backup to the control systems and
possibly also passive current-voltage protection in the power supplies.
Within the coil, the stored energy is low (~ 10 GJ) compared to the TF
system and preliminary estimates of energy redistribution under short circuit
conditions suggest that the force levels remain acceptable. The coils and supports
are, unlike the TF coils, designed to operate over a wide range of currents and
forces and are more robust to possible faults.
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VL5. CONCLUSIONS
The extent of the fault analysis that has been performed is limited, and a
more detailed assessment must await development of the design. However, the
critical issues have been examined, it appears that either the magnets satisfy at
present the requirement for confining any damage in magnet system or that
minor design modifications can be made to achieve this.
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VII. EXTERNAL LOSS OF COOLANT AND COOLANT FLOW
VII.1. INTRODUCTION
The accidents considered here are accidents pertaining to the cooling
systems of the vacuum chamber and the in-vessel components. These accidents
impair heat removal from the components to be cooled and, in case of a LOCA,
jeopardize the break surroundings by pressurization, jet forces, pipe whip,
flooding and dispersion of radioactivity,.
The main safety related design issues that have to be decided are:
- primary cooling loops operating conditions (temperature, pressure),
- secondary cooling loops operating conditions,
- natural coolant convection capability,
- dual coolant loops for divertor and/or first wall,
- baking and conditioning operations as far as the cooling systems are used for
this purpose,
- design pressure of the building and other closed volumes.

Vn.2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE COOLING SYSTEMS, SAFETY
ISSUES AND FEATURES
VH.2.1. Vacuum vessel and in-vessel components cooling systems
The relevant components are:
- the plasma facing components (PFC), i.e. mainly the first wall and the divertors,
- the blanket,
- the vacuum vessel.
During plasma burn, the plasma facing components are subject to high
heat loads from surface heat fluxes and volumetric heating due to neutron
irradiation. This energy will be removed by cooling systems. After plasma
shutdown, the energy stored in hot components as well as the energy released by
the decay of activated materials still has to be removed.
Before the first operation of the device and repeatedly during operation,
the in-vessel components have to be heated to remove impurities (baking or
conditioning operations). The cooling systems may be used for this operations as
well.
Water is chosen as coolant. Up to a certain temperature level given by
the design pressure of the cooling system, the coolant may be used as the heating
medium as well. To reach higher heating temperatures, the water must be
replaced by gas (helium, for example).
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Independent cooling chains composed of primary loop, secondary
(intermediate) loop, and loop connected to the ultimate heat sink are foreseen
for:
- upper and lower divertor,
- inboard and outboard first wall,
- blanket,
- vacuum vessel.
The first wall and divertor of each quadrant of die torus are connected
to a separate primary cooling loop so forming a total of ten primary loops for the
components mentioned.
The primary cooling loop operating conditions are (inlet/outlet):
60/75°C for the divertor and 60/150°C for the first wall at a pressure of 3.5 Mpa
each. For the blanket and vacuum vessel cooling, the operating temperatures are
60/100°C and 50/70°C respectively, at a pressure of 1 MPa each.
VII.2.2. Safety issues
The consequence of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) external to the
vacuum vessel or of a loss of coolant flow accident (LOFA) is the total or partial
loss of heat removal from in-vessel components resulting in temperature
transients. The reduction of heat removal from the components may result from
LOFA events such as termination or reduction of coolant flow, or from a
reduction of the heat transfer to the coolant (transition of heat transfer
conditions to film boiling, dry out or from draining, for example). If the initiating
event is a LOCA, additional direct consequences may occur:
- implications of the ejected water/steam, i.e. jet forces, pipe whip, splashing
water and flooding,
- pressurization of external structures,
- mobilization and dispersion of radioactivity.
Rapid depressurisation of the primary cooling loop is to be expected
after a large break having a strong impact on the capability of heat removal from
the components. At least at locations with very high heat flux density like the
peak heat loaded areas of the divertor plates, an immediate transition to film
boiling conditions has to be expected.
The reduction of heat removal from the components initiates a thermal
transient. A structural failure due to change of materials properties, stresses or
additional effects like corrosion might be the consequence. The result could be a
water ingress into the plasma chamber. If the part of the cooling loop located
between the external break and the damaged component is totally or partly
drained from water, this event may entail an air or inert gas ingress into the
plasma chamber through the cooling system.
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The consequences of the LOCA to the surroundings of the break
obviously depend on the break location. A large quantity of activated
water/steam may be released into the surrounding structures. These structures
and systems located there are jeopardized by the impact of jets and pipe whip.
Splashing water and flooding may as well affect other systems.
The volume into which the coolant is released is pressurised by water
ingress, water evaporation and atmospheric temperature increase. This pressure
transient may jeopardize radioactivity confinement barriers and contribute to
further spread of tritium and activated corrosion products released from the
cooling system.
A loss of coolant flow accident may occur due to different initiating
events. Typical events are:
- loss of electrical power for a primary pump,
- inadvertent valve closure,
- mechanical blockage of a primary pump,
- clogging of a single cooling tube.
In the case of loss of active coolant flow, pump inertia and
rural
convection provide further cooling capacity, if the design of the systems supports
this mode of operation. Obviously nrUiral convection is not possible, if the
coolant flow is prevented by a closed valve, for e.xaiin>Vs.

VII.3. EXTERNAL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (LOCA) ANALYSES
VII3.1. Temperature transients in components
VII.3.1.1. Loss of cooling for the divertor
A major cooling disturbance affecting the divertor plates during burn
initiates a very quick temperature rise in the peak heat loaded areas. In the case
of carbon based divertor armour, carbon release due to enhanced thermal
sublimation is the consequence. This carbon release may initiate a plasma
disruption. It is not yet proved, however, that this passive plasma quench
mechanism is reliably actuated before the divertor substrate is damaged and
water ingress into the plasma chamber is the consequence. A fast active plasma
shutdown triggered by a control and command system would mitigate the
temperature transients induced in the divertor during the accident.
Many analyses for different accident scenarios, for different heat loads
and for different divertor design proposals have been performed under the
assumption that the heat transfer to the coolant drops immediately to zero at the
moment the accident starts [1-4,8]. The basic design principle postulated for most
of the analyses consists of metallic cooling tubes inside a carbon based armour
tile (so called monobloc design).
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The analyses show that with an armour thickness of a few millimetres
only, the temperature rise of the cooling tube is very fast in case of a LOCA
without plasma bum termination. The melting temperature of copper tubes is
reached within one to two seconds after a total loss of cooling and a peak heat
load of 15 MW/m . For Mo-Re tubes protected by carbon based armour tiles,
the time to reach melting is about lO to 20 seconds depending on material
properties and design details.
For an armour thickness of only a few millimetres, a second independent
cooling loop does not prevent the divertor from melting in the case of a LOCA
without burn termination. If thick armour and high failure temperature substrate
can be realized, a second independent cooling system might maintain the
divertors integrity as shown for a 20 mm compression annealed pyrolytic graphite
armour on a Mo-Re tube [3]. This is due to the thick armour possible with the
high conductivity of the pyrolytic graphite. This carbon material, however, is
prone to delamination under high heat deposition and for that reason not eligible
as armour material.
An analysis of the coolant loop behaviour in the case of a total break of
the main cold leg of the primary loop shows, that the cooling system is
depressurized in a fraction of a second. This depressurization and the high heat
flux in peak heat loaded areas cause an immediate traossdoa to Sim boiling and
reduction of the heat transfer coefficient L>y more than one order of magnitude
[7]-

VII.3.1.2. Loss of coolingfor thefirstwall
In the case of a total loss of cooling without termination of the plasma
burn, the outboard first wall steel structure reaches 800°C after about 30 to 40 s.
Melting temperature is reached after 60 to 100 s. The carbon armour
temperature varies insignificantly between these times. The inboard first wall
reaches 800°C after 110 s and melting temperature after about 270 s [5,6].
If the cooling system of one first wall panel consists of two independent
loops, which alternately supply the first wall cooling channels, loss of cooling in
one channel only is possible. In this case, even without termination of the plasma
burn, no critical temperatures of the first wall steel structures are reached. The
maximum temperatures of the inboard first wall and the outboard first wall are
570°C and 645°C respectively after steady state has been reached. The inboard
carbon temperature increases from 800CC (postulated to model normal
operation) to 970°C whereas there is no significant change on the outboard side.
An analysis of the cooling loop behaviour in the case of a total break of
the main cold leg shows, that the coolant flow through the first wall is stopped
and reversed immediately. The reversed mass flow at a level of 400 kg/s is
maintained for about 25 s and provides further cooling for this time span without
exceeding the critical heat flux [10].
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Fig. VII-2. Divertor tungsten temperature after divertor LOCA
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VII.3.1.3. Total loss of coolingfor the whole device
A total loss of active cooling might be the consequence of a common
mode event like an earthquake exceeding the design base earthquake. The
plasma burn is assumed to be terminated immediately after such an event.
Figure VII-1 shows a synopsis of the temperature development of the
first wall steel versus time calculated for various geometries, heat transfer modes,
masses and boundary conditions [9,11-15]. The EC, Ispra calculation, which
evaluates a rather high long term temperature increase, assumes adiabatic
conditions at the cryostat boundary [12], The others use different assumptions
pertaining to the heat transfer at the device periphery, including, for example, a
thick concrete biological shield [9]. In broad summary it can be said that during
the first hours of the accident, the first wall steel temperature transient is
dominated by the energy stored in the carbon and by the thermal inertia of the
blanket/shield. After a first maximum in the range of 600 to 800°C a minimum
first wall steel temperature in the range of 400 to 600°C is reached during the
first day. Beyond that time a slow temperature rise occurs due to the release of
nuclear afterheat and may lead to a maximum slightly above 800°C after 20 days
if no countermeasures are taken. This long term behaviour may not be real and
requires more refined analysis. Thermal radiation, atmospheric convection, and
heat conduction at the device periphery together with the heat sinks (such as
building walls) will determine the maximum temperature. For calculations
requiring long term first wall steel temperature information, the reference
assumption derived from the synopsis is 600°C ± 100°C, lasting for 7 days.
If tungsten is used as divertor armour, the release of nuclear afterheat
determines the temperature transient of this component. Figure VII-2 shows a
synopsis of the results from several analyses [16 to 18]. The University of Texas
analysis [17] assumes a fixed first wall temperature of 500°C. The JAERI analysis
[18] assumes a total LOCA for the first wall and the upper divertor, whereas in
the lower divertor a 10% coolant mass flow is maintained. The NET-Team
calculation [16] assumes a total divertor LOCA and normal operation first wall
cooling, and uses the most elaborate in-chamber energy exchange model. The
reference assumption derived for calculations requiring long term divertor
temperature information is 700°C ± 100°C, lasting for 7 days.
VII.3.2. Radioactivity mobilization and release from the cooling systems
The coolant in the primary coolant loops contains radioactivity in the
form of tritium and activated corrosion products. The tritium inventories in the
first wall and divertor cooling loops are assessed to be about 1 Ci/1 [19]
corresponding to 5x10 Ci (1.9x10 Bq) per loop.
The corrosion products partly reside as corrosion layers on the walls,
partly as soluble ions or particulates within the coolant. PWR experience
suggests, that in a steel/water system the corrosion layer in fact can be
considered to consist of two layers. The outer layer (about one half) is less
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adherent and could be mobilized in a blowdown accident. The inner layer is not
mobilizable.
The amount of corrosion products within the coolant can be limited by
ion and particulate filtration. This is assumed in the inventory assessments [20].
VII.3.3. Pressurization of volumes
The consequence of a cooling or conditioning water spill into the
building or other closed volumes is a pressure rise if no pressure relief is possible
[21,22].
Vtl.3.3.1. LOCA during cooling operation
A break of the pressuriser connecting pipe of the blanket cooling loop
would release the 180°C water/steam from the pressuriser into a small volume
estimated to be 3000 m . This volume would be heated to 115°C and pressurised
to 300 kPa if no j
tuated. If the crane hall is used as
blowdown volume
building internal pressure rises to
110 kPa [22].
VII.3.3.2. LOCA during conditioning operation
If the pressuriser connecting pipe breaks during conditioning operation
using hot water as heating medium and if the crane hall is available as blowdown
volume, the building internal pressure rises to 137,155, and 173 kPa for 200,250,
and 300°C conditioning water temperature. The building load is even higher for
larger, but less probable leaks as for example a collector break. The building
would be pressurized up to 270 kPa in this case.
Vn.4. LOSS OF COOLANT FLOW ACCIDENT (LOFA) ANALYSES
VII.4.1. LOFA without plasma shutdown
VII. 4.1.1. Divertor cooling system
In case of a total termination of divertor coolant flow due to a valve
closure or a pump blockage the temperature increase rate in the peak load areas
is about 200°C/s (calculated for a TZM-plate divertor structure), starting at the
time the coolant flow has disappeared totally. Superheated steam is generated
and 6 s after the coolant flow termination the lower part of the divertor tubes is
completely dried out and the pressure has reached 6 MPa if no pressure relief
mechanism is actuated [8].
In case of a loss of electrical power for the pump, pump inertia and
natural convection will maintain a residual coolant mass flow of typically 50 %
after 10 s and a purely convective flow of 10 % after about 60 s. The saturation
point is reached after 55 s. At that time the average divertor temperature has
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increased by about 100°C. Subsequent to reaching saturation conditions the
average temperature increases rapidly at a rate of 200°C/s [8].
VII.4.2. LOFA with subsequent plasma shutdown
In the short term the amount of heat transferred to the coolant is
determined by the plasma shutdown characteristics and the stored energy. In the
long term, decay heat release from the structural materials dominates.
VII.4.2.1. Divertor cooling system
For a specific case it has been shown [24], that during a LOFA in the
primary loop, natural convection may maintain a coolant flow of about 13 % of
the nominal value after pump coast down. The temperature increase of divertor
structure and coolant during the transient has been calculated to be very
moderate, i.e. about 20°C each. The maximum temperature is reached after
about 100 s, subsequently the temperatures decrease steadily.
VII.4.2.2. First wall cooling system
For the first wall the results of the analysis are similar to that for the
divertor. The maximum temperature increase during the transient is somewhat
higher, i. e. 35°C for the average structure temperature and 20°C for the coolant
[24] which may be due to design details.
VII.4.2.3. LOFA of the whole device
The initiating event for a LOFA of the whole device might be a total loss
of power. After this event the primary coolant as well as secondary coolant flow
will coast down and the pressurisers will lose their control function. The plasma
burn is assumed to be terminated by a disruption due to loss of magnetic
confinement, causing an additional energy dump on the plasma facing
components. The coast down of coolant flow after the loss of pumping power,
reaching possibly natural convective flow, depends on coolant loop characteristics
and the inertia of the pumps. If these characteristics are chosen appropriately,
the temperature increase during the transient is quite mild and similar to a
LOFA in the primary loops only. Due to the pump coast down in the secondary
loop, the temperatures decrease on an extended time scale [23].
If the design does not provide pump inertia and the possibility of natural
convection, the temperature development is less favourable. An upper bound is
given by the analyses pertaining to a total LOCA (see section 3.1.3)
VII.5. CONCLUSIONS
Accidents coming upon the cooling systems may initiate plasma chamber
accidents, mobilize radioactivity inventories and jeopardize confinement barriers.
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The main recommendations deduced from the analyses are:
- Very quickly actuated (1 second scale) acdve plasma shutdown together with
quick (1 to 5 s scale) passive shutdown mechanisms should be provided for
accidents entailing a quick divertor temperature rise.
- The thermal inertia of the divertor should be made as high as feasible using
high failure temperature materials and a thick armour.
- Cooling systems operating temperature and pressure should be as low as
feasible and compatible with critical heat flux margins.
- Conditioning by hot water should be avoided, if any other conditioning method
can be applied.
- Coolant pumps should have adequate inertia.
- The cooling systems should be designed for natural coolant circulation.
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VIII. WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT
Vm.l. INTRODUCTION
The radioactive wastes from ITER are expected to be somewhat larger
in volume, but significantly lower in radiotoxicity, compared with a light water
reactor of similar thermal power. In the case of future fusion power plants, tkere
exists a very attractive potential to significantly reduce the amount and the level
of the waste by the proper choice of materials and by recycling. Unfortunately,
this potential cannot be fully realized in ITER, because most of such materials
will not be developed by the time of ITER construction.
Since the waste management strategy depends highly on the site
selection, it is premature to attempt precise evaluation of waste management at
this stage of the design when the site is still not decided. For the preliminary
safety analyses, the following basic information is provided to assist consideration
of the waste management task in future:
1.
2.
3.

radioactive inventories of reactor components,
estimates of the corresponding packaged amounts expressed in terms of
volumes,
range of the disposal regulations and options characteristic for the
various ITER partners.

In addition to radioactive wastes, there exist some chemical wastes such
as beryllium, which require further consideration in the future. However, their
toxicity is expected to be much less compared with the radioactive wastes.
Vni.2. INVENTORY OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
Vm.2.1. Activation products waste
The neutrons generated by the D-T reaction will activate the
surrounding structures. The major fraction of the total neutron induced
radioactivity will build up in the plasma facing components (PFC) and blankets.
The bulk of activation products is trapped in solid structural materials and cannot
be accidentally dispersed.
There are several activation calculations on ITER [1,4,5], but none for
the entire machine and entire fluence (5 MVv jT/m ) . Therefore, some scaling
from the easting calculations is required.
The Nuclear Design Unit has evaluated the radioactive waste of ITER
for the first wall and blanket from a one dimensional activation calculation [1].
Table VIII-1 gives the radioactivity of the various reactor components after the
technology phase operation assumed in this calculation (2xl04 pulses 1200
seconds each at an availability of about 13 %) which amounts to an integrated
wall loading of 0.8 MWyr/m2 [1], The results of the table indicate that the total
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TABLE VIII-1. RADIOACTIVITY OF REACTOR COMPONENTS OF ITER
AFTER 2 x 104 PULSES OF 1200 SECONDS BURN AT THE END OF THE
TECHNOLOGY PHASE (0.8MWyr/m2) IN PBq (MCi)
Zones

Time after shutdown
lOy
lOOy
ly

0
Vacuum vessel
300~
and shield
(8.2)
Inboard blanket 2100
(57)
First wall
3500
(95)
Outboard blanket 2300
(61)
Outboard shield 480
(13)
Total
8900
(240)

3.0
56
(1*5) (0.08)
81
590
(2.2)
(16)
120
1100
(3.2)
(29)
74
590
(2.0)
(16)
15
93
(2.5) (0-4).
300
2400
(66)
(8)

0.007
(2.0E-4)
0.1
(0.003)
0.15
(0.004)
0.1
(0.003)
0.015
(4.0E-4)
0.37
(0.01)

TABLE VIII-2. MASS AND RADIOACTIVE INVENTORIES OF NET
REACTOR COMPONENTS (O^MWyr/m2) AFTER 10 AND 100 YEARS
COOLING TIME [3]
Component
First wall
Shielding blanket
Inner shield
Outer shield
TF magnet
TF magnet
Total
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Material
AISI 316 steel
AISI 316 steel
AISI 316 steel
AISI 316 steel
AISI 316 steel
Other materials

Tonnes

PBq. lOy

PBq. lOOy

119
576
1018
2218
3200
1400

250
270
44
3.2
.001
.0003

4.1
2.8
1.1
0.11
1.3E-5
1.3E-5

8531

570

8.1

TABLE Vni-3. COMPARISON OF MASS AND VOLUME OF ITER
REACTOR COMPONENTS
1Component
IB FW
0B FW
FW Total

NET "shielding 1 Koch
1
|
blanket" Ref. [3] | Ref.[4]
1
1 9.1 tonnes SS 1
1
10.4 tonnes C
20.6 tonnes SS
119 tonnes SS

IB removable
Shield blanket

29.7 tonnes SS
10.4 tonnes C
186 tonnes

0B removable
Shield blanket

625 tonnes

Total removable 576 tonnes SS
shield blanket

811 tonnes

267 tonnes SS
53 tonnes Pb
Fixed 0B shield 2218 tonnes SS
2327 tonnes SS
155 tonnes Pb
Vacuum vessel
included in fixed 1888 tonnes SS
OB shield

Okazaki
Ref.[5]
16.2
6.55
79.1
31.5

tonnes SS
tonnes C
tonnes SS
tonnes C

95.3 tonnes SS
38 1 tonnes C
63.3 tonnes
blanket
342.0 tonnes shield
1651 tonnes
blanket
1224 tonnes shield
1714 tonnes
blanket
1566 tonnes shield

Fixed IB shield 1018 tonnes SS

Divertor

14 tonnes TZM

TF magnet

2061 tonnes
3200 tonnes SS
1400 tonnes other
materials
565 tonnes

PF magnet
Total

8545 tonnes

-

8167 tonnes

6793 tonnes
including fixed
shield and duct shields
1395 tonnes
including backplates
7593 tonnes
2225 tonnes
21420 tonnes

activation is about 8.9 x 10 Bq (240 MCi) at reactor shutdown after this time of
operation. At shutdown, about 40% of the total inventory is concentrated in the
first wall steel structure. Since the one dimensional model was for the torus midplane, divertors at the top and bottom were not included.
Table VIII-2 shows the magnitude of decommissioning waste quantities
and radioactive inventory of NET by the masses and activity contents for an
integrated wall loading of 0.8 MWyr/m with 7 steps of 1000 h each distributed
over a time interval of 7 years [2,3]. This also results from a one dimensional
calculation.
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Fig. VIII-1. Specific radioactivity of SS316 in the first wall after continuous
operation of one year at 1 MW/m !
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By comparing Table VHI-1 for ITER and Table VI1I-2 for NET, the
total radioactivity at 10 years after shutdown is of the same order for the two
cases. At 10 years after shutdown, about 40 % of the total inventory is
concentrated in the first wall for both ITER and NET cases. These general
agreements show that the overall amount of radwaste of ITER can be estimated
from the NET results.
Koch et al. in U.S. [4] and Okazaki et aL in Japan [5] have estimated
independently the volume and mass of ITER reactor components, respectively.
Their results are compared with the mass of NET components [2,3] in Table VII3. Although there is some variation in the mass of the reactor components, the
mass value derived by Okazaki, which seems to stem from the evaluation most
detailed will be used for the present ITER radwaste management assessment.
In addition to the decomissioning waste, we considered the following
three solid wastes:
1.
2.
3.

The waste from the divertor replacements which takes place once a year
for IS times over the lifetime.
The waste arising at the transition from the physics phase to technology
phase when the divertors and blankets are exchanged [6].
Operational waste such as windows, mirrors, antennae, valves and ion
sources from plasma heatiug systems; bellows, manifolds, filters from
the vacuum system; pumps, valves from cooling system; molecular sieves,
getters and electrolyzers from tritium processing system and others [6].

Since the dominating waste in ITER is the activated stainless steel, Fig.
Vm-1 shows the radioactivity decay curves for the 316 SS in the first wall. It
shows isotopes with long half-life after shutdown following 1 year of continuous
operation at lMW/m 2 [7]. The short term radioactivity at less than one day after
shutdown is dominated by Mn-56 ( t j « — 2.6 h); this Mn-56 curve is not shown
in Fig. VII.l. In the period of 1 day to 10 years Mn-54
= 312 d), Co-57
( t y 2 = 271 d), Fe-55 ( t ^ = 2.7 y) , Co-60 ( t ^ = 5.3 y) are the major
contributors. The long term radioactivity is dominated by Ni-63 ( t = 100 y) ,
Ni-59 (ty2 = 8000 y), and Mo-93 ( t ^ = 3500 y).
As a radioactive waste, tungsten itself (not including rhenium) is
relatively benign compared with stainless steel because most of the the
radioactivity decreases significantly during 10 years after shutdown. Copper on
the other hand, is troublesome with Co-60(t^ = 5 3 y) on short term and Ni-63
(t ^ = 100 y) on the long term.
Vm.2.2. Tritiated waste
Tritiated waste is expected from the following components and systems:
1.
2.

Replaced components in the plasma vacuum vessel such as the plasma
facing components, blanket, etc.
Blanket and tritium recovery system.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Components in the fuel cycle system including the plasma exhaust
system.
Primary cooling system if there is tritium permeation to the primary
coolant through the plasma facing components.
Atmospheric detritiation system.
Erosion dust from divertor and first wall (e.g. carbon dust).

The processing procedure for tritiated radioactive waste is not
established and requires further consideration.
Vffl.3. WASTE MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS
Waste management reflations vary considerably by country and in most
countries are still evolving. Some countries limit specific activity (USSR, Japan);
others limit yearly dose at 500 years after near surface burial (US); others limit
total dose from any waste-related exposure pathway (Canada, Japan); others
limit contact dose (USSR). Near surface burial is considered in the U.S. but
would be impractical in most other countries due to more stringent regulations.
The criteria for radwaste categories in countries and those proposed by IAEA
are shown in Table VIII-4 [8].
Recently there are some discussions in U.S., Japan and elsewhere on the
exemption of the very low level radioactive waste from the low level waste. If this
"below regulatory concern" classification is permitted, we believe the waste
management of a fusion reactor would benefit significantly.
Because of the wide range of regulations and approaches, we cannot yet
form a consensus on working target for ITER waste management.
VIII.4. WASTE MANAGEMENT PRELIMINARY SCENARIO
Quantification and qualification for the final disposal of radioactive
wastes produced by ITER will strongly depend on the disposal sites chosen. To
provide some perspective of disposal we attempt to use a specific evaluation
based on Swedish concepts for final disposal [9]. Table VIII-5 shows the figures.
After discharge from the facility, an on-site short term storage will be
necessary for the most active parts to reduce heat generation and radiation levels.
Size reduction, tritium removal to a level of, typically 2 Ci/fonne (by melting as
one example), packaging in containers developed for fission power waste, and
further reduction of activity levels by intermediate storage for some decades will
finally meet conditions for disposal in repositories for fission waste, in operation
now or planned for the future.
Based on the information in Table Vm-5, ITER waste volumes for final
disposal have been preliminarily estimated by scaling the NET value by the ratio
(ITER/NET) of the components mass in Table VHI-3. At decommissioning, the
steel components in ITER with the mass of ~ 20,000 tonnes will lead to a waste
volume of about 10,000 m after packaging. If the waste were to be disposed in
Sweden, 70% of the steel waste can be disposed of into a shallow geological
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TABLE VIII-4. CRITERIA FOR RADWASTE CATEGORIES [7]
HLW
Country/ HLH
orqaniza
tion
USA
Only legal criteria are
>LL H
fission-specific. Proposal <HLH
to define HLH as
*50 W/m 3 decay heat or
2 1 Sv/hr contact dose

Japan

U. K.

Solid: > lO 3 Ci/irT
Liquid: > 10 3 Ci/m 3
Gaseous: > 10' 3 C1/m
Alpha waste
<
Beta. Gamma waste

FRG

Must meet isotope-specific
limits on intruder
scenario, e.g.
C-14
BO C1/m 3 (in metal)
8 C1/m 3
HI-59 220 C1/m 3 (in metal)
Hi-63 7000 Ci/m 3 (in metal)
700 Ci/m 3
Sr-90 7000 Ci/m 3
Hb-94 0.2 Ci/m 3 (in metal)
Tc-99
3 Ci/m
1-10"3
Ci/m 0
6
10" -10" Ci/m 3
10" 6 -10" 9 C1/m 3

10 3 -1
103-10~3
10"3-10"6

Fission-specific

France Alpha waste >0.1 Ci/t
Beta, Ganrna waste

LLW

>

<0.11 Ci/t
<0.32 Ci/t

Isotope-specific
H-3 < 2 Ci/t
Sr-90 < 20 Ci/t
Csl37 < 130 Ci/t
Co-60 <1200 C1/t
-Isotope-specific
limits-

Sweden Alpha waste
< Fission-specific
>
0.27 C1 total site
Beta, Ganina waste
270 Ci total site
USSR -Solid:
Alpha waste 10 Ci/t
10-0.01 C1/t
O.Ol-O.OOOlCi/t
Beta waste
100 Ci/t
100-0.1 C1/t
0.1-0.001 Ci/t
Ganina waste 10 mSv/hr
10-0.3 mSv/hr
0.3-0.0003 mSv/hr
-Liquid:
10 3 Ci/m
10 3 -10" 2 C1/m 3
< 10" 2
C1/m 3
IAEA
Solid
20 mSv/hr 20-2
mSv/hr < 2
mSv/hr
proposalLlquid
10 - 1 -10" 3 C1/m 3
10"1 Ci/m
10" 3 -10' 6 Ci/m 3
Gaseous
10" 6 C1/m 3 10- 6 -10- 10 C1/m 3
< 10- 1 0 Ci/m
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VHI.5. CONCLUSIONS
The radioactive wastes from ITER are expected to be somewhat larger
in volume, but significantly lower in radiotoxicity, compared with a light water
reactor of similar thermal power.
Other than divertor, the decomissioning waste mass is about 20,000
tonnes, which are mostly steel. Of this waste, 70-100 % could be disposed of as
either shallow geological burial or near-surface burial, depending on national
criteria, averaging, and time before disposal.
The mass of replaceable parts of the divertors is about 100
tonnes/replacement and 15 replacements are expected over the lifetime. The
materials for the technology phase divertor plate is expected to be Nb-lZr or Mo
alloy, so that the divertor waste would likely require deep geological burial.
The mass of divertors and blankets to be exchanged at the transition
from the physics phase to the technological phase is estimated as 3,000 tonnes,
most of which would likely be disposed of as either shallow geological burial or
near-surface burial.
Other operational wastes are estimated to be about 10,000 tonnes over
the lifetime of ITER.
In case of future fusion power plants, there exists a very attractive
potential to significantly reduce the amount and the level of the waste by the
proper choice of materials and by recycling.
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IX. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ITER SAFETY APPROACH
The ITER safety approach protects the public and plant workers from
radiological hazards during operation, operational transients, or accidents. The
present implementation of the safety approach is sufficient so that TIER meets
anticipated regulatory dose limits.
IX.1. SAFETY APPROACH
Accidents may occur with various frequencies with varying consequences. The accident spectrum of low frequency/high consequence to high
frequency/low consequence receives attention. Figure IX-1 shows the working
ITER risk limits [1,2] as well as the existing background cancer risk.
The layers in the TIER multi-layer safety approach are high quality
nuclear component and process equipment, active safety systems, passive
features, radioactivity confinement, and filtering. Figure IX-2 shows examples.
These layers implement the principle of "defense in depth." Active safety systems
must meet the "single failure criterion."
The foundation of this approach is the concept of "passive safety".
Passive safety features offer further protection even when all active and control
operations fail [1,2].
Radioactivity confinement is also important [3]. During tokamak
operation, there must be three confinement barriers. The first barrier is the
process equipment itself. The second barrier is typically either localized
confinement such as gloveboxes or sometimes active isolation valves. The third
barrier is typically the tokamak building. All major radioactive inventories are
within three confinement barriers during operation. There are two confinement
barriers dining maintenance.
ITER recognizes the As-Low-As-Reasonably-Achievable (ALARA)
principle. As ITER moves into detailed design and cost estimates, ALARA will
increasingly guide design.
IX.2. PASSIVE SAFETY
There are three steps in working toward passive safety.
1.
2.
3.

Reduce radioactivity inventories as much as possible. This is "inventorybased" passive safety.
Where inventories remain significant, reduce the possible mobilization
of the radioactivity without depending on active systems.
This is "mobility-based" passive safety.
Where the mobilizable inventory remains significant, provide as passive
a radioactivity confinement as possible.
The following subsections discuss various passive safety features.
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Fig. IX-1. Working ITER risk limits

IX.2.1. Passive features for loss of flow and/or coolant
The heat from fusion reactions must be continuously removed. If
coolant systems fail, the ITER response should minimize radiological
consequences and damage. This requires a combination of redundancy and
passive plasma termination, preferably within 1 second.
Work is starting on analysing methods of emergency plasma shutdown
[4]. Promising active methods include removal of vertical position control,
controlled impurity injection into the plasma core, and controlled impurity
injection in the plasma edge. Simply stopping fueling and auxiliary heating is not
fast enough. Candidate passive methods are more restrictive since they must
provide a coupling between loss offlowor coolant and the plasma behavior. The
most promising passive method appears to be volatilization of PFC material
during loss-of-cooling accidents, resulting in plasma edge impurities. In all these
rapid shutdown schemes, density limit disruptions may occur. Such a disruption
is preferable to continued heat load without cooling.
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Fig. IX-2. Multi-layer approach to ITER safety
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Once the plasma stops burning, the heat load on components drops.
Then, a modest removal of decay heat (2% of nominal power at shutdown, 0.2%
at 1 day) prevents major heatup and machine damage.
Most cooling systems for the first wall, divertor, and blanket insure
natural circulation if pumps stop. The heat exchangers are above the tokamak,
providing a pathway to take advantage of buoyancy. In series with the main heat
exchanger (with active water-cooled heat sink), there is another small heat
exchanger with passive air-cooled heat rejection to the environment. If all power
or the heat sink would be lost, natural circulation would function and remove
decay heat.
There are two locations where the coolant flow geometry may prevent
establishing natural circulation. The bottom divertor and the bottom-central
blanket segments have inlet and outlet coolant lines below their elevation. There,
steam bubbles may form during a loss-of-flow accident, inhibiting natural
circulation.
The cooling systems for the first wall, upper divertor, and lower divertor
are manifolded so that there are four ex-vessel coolant systems for each
component, one for each toroidal quadrant. Thus, a LOCA or LOFA in any
single system affects only one quarter of the machine. The blanket and vacuum
vessel cooling systems have lower decay heat loads and each has one ring header
serving the entire machine.
The various cooling systems have three 50% capacity pumps in parallel.
Thus, failure or trip of one pump does not cause damage.
IX.2.2. Passive features to prevent chemical combustion
The combination of high temperatures, reactive materials, and air/steam
as oxidizers could lead to chemical combustion within any facility. Therefore, the
passive way to avoid combustion is to eliminate one or more of the conditions
needed for combustion.
The reference PFC materials are chemically reactive, carbon in the
physics phase and tungsten in the technology phase. Other possible PFC surfaces
are beryllium and bare steel. The first wall structure is steel. In safety analyses.
the divertor structure is Nb-lZr or Cu. We have insufficient information to
assess the Mo-Re option. Carbon, beryllium, and tungsten all have significant
chemical reactivity with air and steam. Reactive 17Li83Pb and lithium will be
used in blanket test modules. Elemental hydrogen will be another reactive
material, present in some Fuel Cycle systems.
Water is the major coolant. Thus, parts of the facility will have both
reactive materials and at least one oxidizer, water. Thus, the most passive way to
prevent combustion is to lower operating temperatures.
During the physics phase, 90% of the FW carbon armors will be conductively cooled, with a maximum temperature up to 1000 °C. The other 10% of the
FW carbon armors will be radiatively cooled, with one-tenth (1% of all armors)
at a maximum temperature up to 1800 °C and nine-tenths up to 1500 °C.
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During the technology phase, the maximum tungsten surface temperature is
1000 °C.
Besides limiting temperatures, the design minimizes the chance of air
coming into contact with either hot reactive surfaces or hydrogen gas, as inert gas
surrounds the chamber and its extensions to act as a buffer zone.
A mixture of more than 4% hydrogen in air may combust. With one
exception, if the entire hydrogen inventory in all components in any given room
were released to the room, the hydrogen concentration would stay below 3%. If
the hydrogen inventory in the pellet injector were all released into the pellet
injector room, the hydrogen concentration would be 7%, sufficient for
combustion but not for an explosion. Yet, the pellet injector room is filled with
helium gas to reduce the chance of hydrogen combustion. The largest hydrogen
inventory is 7.4 kg-D2 in the neutral beam injectors.
The free space volume in the cryopumps and the hydrogen inventory do
not allow a combustible mixture of air and hydrogen in the cryopumps, even if air
leaks in and ignition sources east.
IX.2.3. Passive electromagnetic features
The magnet design principle is that even if active magnet protection
systems fail, any damage must be confined with the magnet system itself. This
prevents propagation of the accident to other systems, which may contain
radioactivity. Safety assessments of the magnet system suggest that this design
principle can be met, but still one or two cases remain that need further analysis
during the EDA. The key issue for detailed engineering and analysis is to insure
that movement of inboard coil legs is not possible in transients with unbalanced
currents and forces.
Most plasma operating modes are thermally unstable. Without active
feedback control, the plasma temperature will increase. If such systems fail, the
temperature and plasma beta will increase until a beta-limit disruption occurs.
The fusion power and wall heat flux scale with beta squared. The stored thermal
energy in the plasma scales as beta. The thermal energy deposited by this
disruption may be 1.2 - 1.5 times a normal hard disruption.
The high elongation makes the plasma vertically unstable. A 3-mm
vertical plasma shift with a double-null divertor causes a 20% up/down heat load
imbalance between the 2 divertor plates. A passive part of the vertical position
control is copper in the blanket modules. This extends the timescale for vertical
motion, allowing time for active feedback systems.
IX.2.4. Passive features to control activation products
Most of the passive features to control activation products are discussed
elsewhere, e.g., decay heat removal and radioactivity confinement. There is also
the more basic question of the activation product inventory itself. ITER will be
built with near-term structural materials, primarily AISI 316L stainless austenitic
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steel. When advanced low activation materials exist, it should be possible to
reduce activation product hazards significantly from the ITER level.
Although ITER structural materials are high activation, the breeder,
neutron multiplier, and coolant are low activation. The reference solid breeder is
lithium oxide, which does not have any major activation products. However, the
alternate solid breeder is lithium arconate, which has activation and decay heat
hazards. 17Li83Pb is another option; it poses accident relevant activation
hazards, especially Po-210.
The reference neutron multiplier is beryllium. Although beryllium does
not have major activation hazards, it is chenf - • toxic. Lead (in 17Li83Pb) is
the backup neutron multiplier.
IX.2J5. Passive features to control tritium
Tritium is mobile and difficult to confine. Therefore, the most effective
passive safety approach for tritium safety is to limit tritium inventories. One step
should be to eliminate carbon PFC, since it causes about half of the physicsphase tritium inventory. The other major step should be to increase the tritium
burn fraction to the extent possible.
IX.2.6. Passive confinement features
We use inert gas around the vacuum boundary, to reduce the chance of
air contacting hot PFC surfaces or hydrogen accidentally produced in the
chamber. No personnel are allowed in the crane hall during any time with
potential to blowdown radioactivity into the crane hall. Other passive
confinement features include the following:
- Closed air recirculation zones.
- Pressure relief devices, e.g., blowdown or rupture panels, to relieve accidental
overpressures to dedicated volumes, but not directly to the environment.
- Passive filter/vent system to relieve building overpressure.
- Local buffer/dump tanks for several tritium system components with rupture
disks.
- Local gloveboxes and secondary enclosures around tritium system components
with significant tritium inventories.
IX.2.7. Degree of passive safety in the conceptual design
Table IX-I lists passive safety features, both those in the design and
some proposed for the future. Tables IX-2 and IX-3 show the safety assessment
for the physics phase. The various inventory and dose information come from
references [5] to [11]. The first column in Tables IX-2 and IX-3 lists all the
major radioactivity inventories, both activation products and tritium.
The second column shows the estimate of what fraction of each inventory could be mobilized (airborne) within the building, in a worst accident. This
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TABLE 1X-1. PASSIVE SAFETY FEATURES CONSIDERED FOR ITER
Features implemented in conceptual design:
Carbon PFC operating temperatures limited.
= = > C-air does not ignite, and C-steam reaction does not produce enough
hydrogen for explosive mix.
Inert gas zones surround tokamak and vacuum boundary.
= = > Reduces chance for C-air, W-air, or H 2 -air reactions.
Tritiumjgloveboxes use inert gas.
= = > Reduces combustion hazard.
Water temperature limited for normal operation below 150 °C.
= = > Limits accident overpressures during normal tokamak operation.
Major radioactivity inventories have closed recirculating ventilation.
= = > Improves reliability of isolating confinement during all accidents.
Most in-vessel components designed for natural circulation.
= = > If pumps or power fail, minimal damage, it plasma burn stops.
Auxiliary passive heat exchanger in series with normal heat exchanger.
= = > Suthcient to remove decay heat if normal active heat sink lost.
Filter/vent allows confinement blowdown if overpressure at 30 kPa.
= = > Radioactivity confinement not jeopardized even if high overpressure.
Features proposed for the future:
Include passive, rapid (1 s) means t9 shutdown plasma during LOCA/LOFA.
= = > Possibly prevent damage to in-vessel components.
Eliminate graphite/carbon as PFC surface.
= = > Reduce PFC tritium inventory by order of magnitude, to say 100 g-T.
Limit
to 100possibility
°C for all of
PFC
operations.
= = >water
Eliminate
high
accident overpressures from hot water.
Increase tritium burn fraction in plasma from current 2.6%.
= = > Reduce processing tritium inventory by perhaps factor of 5.
Include assured means to control PFC dust inventory.
= = > Reduce dust inventory by an order of magnitude, to perhaps 1 kg.
Consider dual independent cooling loops for PFC.
= = > Provide passive means to survive break/blockage of coolant headers,
as opposed to break/blockage of individual tubes.
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TABLE IX-2. SAFETY ASSESSMENT FOR PHYSICS PHASE ACTIVATION
PRODUCTS

PATHWAY AND SYSTEM

INVENTORY
Mass
kg)

MAXIMUM
CONFINEMENT
MOBILITY
RELEASE
UP or DOWN
Frac- Dose Frac- Dose UNCERTAINTY
tion
(mSv) tion (mSv) FACTOR

GROUP 1 - TOKAMAK DUST ON PLASMA FACING COMPONENTS (PFC)
Carbon coating
100% 0.0 2% 0.00
GROUP 2 - VOLATILITY HAZARDS DUE TO LOSS OF
Carbon coating
100%
Blkt side 5-nm Cu/air
4500
0.012%
Blkt side 5-irni Cu/steam 4500
0.011%
VOLATILITY TOTAL

COOLANT
0.0
6.5
5.9
6.5

ACCIDENTS (LOCA)3
0.00
2%
10
2%
0.13
10
2%
0.12
10
0.13
10

GROUP 3 - ACTIVATED CORROSION PRODUCTS IN COOLING SYSTEMS
Niobium divertor tubes
10%
2%
0.03
1.5
Steel First Wall
10%
0.00
2%
0.2
Steel Blanket
10%
0.1
0.00
2%
CORROSION PRODUCTS
1.7
0.03
TOTAL ACTIVATION PRODUCTS

8.2

0.16

3
3
3
3
10

Values for 50-yr EDE dose coirmitment to maximum exposed individual at 1 km
distance: 2.2 mSv/kg-steel, 12.0 mSv/kg-Cu, 1.1 mSv/kg-Nb. The maximum
mobility doses correspond to a passive safety assessment without confinement
credit. The maximum confinement release doses correspond to a regulatory
safety assessment.
a = The reference LOCA temperature is 700 ± 100°C for the divertor, 600 ± 100
°C for the first wall, lasting for 1 week.
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TABLE IX-3. SAFETY ASSESSMENT FOR PHYSICS PHASE TRITIUM
MAXIMUM
CONFINEMENT
INVENTORY
MOBILITY
RELEASE
(a)
Mass
Frac- Dose Frac- Dose UNCERTAINTY
PATHWAY AND SYSTEM
(q) tion (mSv) tion (mSv) FACTORS
GROUP 1 - TRITIUM INVENTORIES
Backing pumps
487
Fuel processing
210
Isotope separation
430
Atmosphere process
30
Water detritiation
40
* Pellet injector
160
* Gas puffing
100
* NBI lines
10
* Breeder H3 recovery 50
PROCESS INVENTORIES 1517

IN TRITIUM PROCESSING
100% 243.5
2%
1%
2%
1.1
100% 215.0
2%
1%
0.2
2%
10%
2.0
2%
100%
80.0
2%
100%
50.0
2%
100%
5.0
2%
100%
25.0
2%
622

SYSTEMS
4.87
0.02
4.30
0.00
0.04
1.60
1.00
0.10
0.50
12.4

2 / :30
50/ 2
2 / 3
2 / 20
2 / 8
2 / 7
2 / 8
2 / 2
2 / 5
2 / 5

GROUP 2 - TRITIUM IN COMPONENTS IN CONTACT WITH THE TORUS
PFC - carbon
100% 487.5
9.75
975
2%
2 / 8
Cold PFC dust
100% 500.0
1000
20 / 20
2% 10.00
Primary vacuum pumps 150
100%
1.50
75.0
2%
2 /300
Divertor water coolant 35
30%
5.3
0.11
2%
2 / 2
* FW water coolant
30%
35
5.3
0.11
2%
2 / 2
* Pellet injector
100%
160
80.0
1.60
2%
2 / 7
* Gas puffing
100
100%
1.00
50.0
2%
2 / 8
* NBI lines
100%
10
5.0
0.10
2%
2 1 2
TORUS INVENTORIES
2465
1208
24.2 20 / 20
GROUP 3 - TRITIUM INVENTORIES
Solid breeder
150
Beryllium multiplier
20
Blanket water coolant
1
* Breeder H3 recovery 50
* FW water coolant
35
BLANKET INVENTORIES
256

ASSOCIATED WITH
10%
7.5
1%
0.1
30%
0.1
100%
25.0
30%
5.3
38

BLANKET SYSTEMS
0.15
2%
2
0.00 200
2%
0.00
2%
2
0.50
2%
2
0.11
2%
2
0.8
3

/100
/ 6
/ 2
/ 5
/ 2
/ 5
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TABLE IX-3.

(COm.)

MAXIMUM
CONFINEMENT
INVENTORY
MOBILITY
RELEASE
(a)
Mass
Frac- Dose Frac- Dose UNCERTAINTY
PATHWAY AND SYSTEM
(q) tion (mSv) tion (mSv)
FACTORS
GROUP 4 - ISOLATED INVENTORIES
Solid waste recovery 180
Carbon processing 1000
Long-term fuel storage 600

(not to be added)
10%
9.0
2%
10%
50.0
2%
1%
3.0
2%

0.18
1.00
0.06

2 / 4
2/20
2 / 4

TOTAL TRITIUM INVENTORY (no scenario would release all of this): 5.7 kg-T

50-yr EDE dose conmitroent to maximum exposed individual at 1 km distance,
assuming T as HTO: 0.50 mSv/g-T. The maximum mobility doses correspond to a
passive safety assessment without confinement credit. The maximum
confinement release doses correspond to a regulatory safety assessment.
* = All tritium inventories are listed at least once in this table; Items
with at star are listed more than once.
a - Uncertainty factor: 1st number is upper uncertainty; 2nd is lower.

leads to the maximum "mobilized" doses in the third column. Thus, the
"mobilized" doses correspond to the passive safety assessment - all active and
control systems fail and there is no credit for confinement. Although ITER has
many passive safety features, those features are not sufficient to keep maximum
doses below 100 mSv. All "doses" are 50-yr Effective Dose Equivalent values
from early exposure (7 days) to the maximum exposed member of the public,
assuming worst case weather and release characteristics.
The fourth column shows the conservative estimate [3] of what fraction
of the mobilized inventory could be released to the environment if the
radioactivity confinement works. Strictly speaking, confinement is not part of the
passive safety assessment, but we include it here to put the entire picture into
perspective. The fifth column shows the maximum doses to the maximum
exposed individual assuming confinement works.
The values in column 4 are "effective" release fractions since the
maximum dose is lowered due to lengthening of the duration of the radioactivity
release by the confinement (1% leakage per day). This "wind meander" portion
of the effective release fraction reaches a maximum of a factor of 1/3.8 for
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TABLE IX-4. SAFETY ASSESSMENT FOR TECHNOLOGY PHASE
ACTIVATION PRODUCTS

PATHWAY AND SYSTEM

INVENTORY
Mass
(kg)

MAXIMUM
CONFINEMENT
MOBILITY
RELEASE
UP or DOWN
Frac- Dose Frac- Dose UNCERTAINTY
tion (mSv) tion (mSv) FACTOR

GROUP 1 - TOKAMAK DUST ON PLASMA FACING COMPONENTS (PFC)
Tungsten dust - FW
5 100% 446 1.0%
4.5
Tungsten dust - DP
_J> 100% 121 0.5%
0J5
DUST TOTAL
10
567
5.1
GROUP 2 - VOLATILITY HAZARDS DUE TO LOSS
FW 0.5-nm W/air
7680 0.36%
DP 2-mm W/air
7680 0.06%
Blkt side 5-irm Cu/a1r
4500 0.24%
subtotal for LOCA with air ingress

OF COOLANT ACCIDENTS (LOCA)'
10
2441 1.7% 41.5
444 1.3%
5.8
10
10
5.3
263 2.0%
10
3148
52.5

FW 0.5-nm W/steam
7680 0.34% 2305 1.1%
DP 2-nm W/steam
7680 0.18% 1256 0.6%
Blkt side 5-nm Cu/steam 4500 0.25% 265 2.0%
subtotal for LOCA with steam Ingress
3826
VOLATILITY TOTAL

10
10
10

3826
W-steam
dominates

25.4
7.5
5.3
38.2

10
10
10
10

53
W-air
dominates

10

GROUP 3 - ACTIVATED CORROSION PRODUCTS IN COOLING SYSTEMS
Niobium divertor tubes
10%
14.0 2%
0.28
Steel First Wall
10%
2.1 2%
0.04
Steel Blanket
10%
0.6 2%
0.01
CORROSION PRODUCTS
16.7
0.33

3
3
3
3

TOTAL ACTIVATION PRODUCTS

10

4410

58

Values for 50-yr EDE dose commitment to maximum exposed Individual at 1 km
distance:
27 mSv/kg-steel, 24 mSv/kg-Cu, 89 mSv/kg-W-FW @ 3.0 MW-yr/m2;
24 mSv/kg-W-DP and 11 mSv/kg-Nb @ 0.8 MW-yr/m2. The maximum mobility doses
correspond to a passive safety assessment without confinement credit. The
confinement release doses correspond to a regulatory safety assessment.
a - The reference LOCA temperature is 700 + 100°C for the divertor, 600 +
100°C for the first wall,lasting for 1 week.
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TABLE IX-5.
TRITIUM

SAFETY ASSESSMENT FOR TECHNOLOGY PHASE

PATHWAY AND SYSTEM

MAXIMUM
CONFINEMENT
INVENTORY
MOBILITY
RELEASE
(a)
Mass
Frac- Dose Frac- Dose UNCERTAINTY
(q)
tion (mSv) tion fmSv)
FACTORS

GROUP 1 - TRITIUM INVENTORIES IN TRITIUM PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Backing pumps
100% 243.5
487
2%
4.87
Fuel processing
210
1%
1.1
2%
0.02
Isotope separation
430
100% 215.0
4.30
2%
Atmosphere process
30
1%
0.2
2%
0.00
40
10%
2.0
Water detritiation
2%
0.04
* Pellet injector
160
100%
80.0
2%
1.60
* Gas puffing
100
100%
50.0
2%
1.00
* NBI lines
10
100%
5.0
0.10
2%
* Breeder H3 recovery
80.0
160
100%
2%
1.60
PROCESS INVENTORIES
1627
677
13.5

2
50
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

/30
/2
/3
/20
/8
/7
/8
/2
/20
/5

GROUP 2 - TRITIUM IN COMPONENTS IN CONTACT WITH THE TORUS
PFC - W
220
10%
11.0
2%
0.22
Cold PFC dust
100
100%
50.0
2%
1.00
Primary vacuum pump*;
150
100%
75.0
1.50
2%
DIV water coolant
35
30%
5.3
2%
0.11
* FW water coolant
35
30%
5.3
2%
0.11
* Pellet injector
160
100%
80.0
2%
1.60
* Gas puffing
100
100%
50.0
2%
1.00
10
5.0
* NBI lines
100%
2%
O.IO
TORUS INVENTORIES
810
282
5.6

200 /200
20 / 20
2 /300
2/ 2
2/ 2
2/ 7
2/ 8
2/ 2
10 / 10

GROUP 3 - TRITIUM INVENTORIES ASSOCIATED WITH BLANKET SYSTEMS
Solid breeder
14
10%
0.7
2%
0.01
Beryllium multiplier
1200
1%
6.0
2%
0.12
Bblanket water coolant
0.1
1
30%
2%
0.00
* Breeder H3 recovery
160
80.0
100%
2%
1.60
* FW water coolant
35
30%
5.3
2%
0.11
BLANKET INVENTORIES
92
1409
1.8

2/
200 /
2/
2/
2/
10 /
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5
20
2
20
2
10

TABLE IX-5. (CONT.)

PATHWAY AND SYSTEM

MAXIMUM
CONFINEMENT
INVENTORY
MOBILITY
RELEASE
(a)
Mass
Frac- Dose Frac- Dose UNCERTAINTY
(q)
tion (mSv) tion (mSv)
FACTORS

GROUP 4 - ISOLATED INVENTORIES (not to be added together)
Solid waste recovery
180
10%
9.0
0.18
2%
Carbon processing
100
10%
5.0
0.10
2%
600
1%
3.0
Long-term fuel storage
2%' 0.06

2/ 4
2/ 20
2/ 4

TOTAL TRITIUM INVENTORY (no scenario would release all of this): 4.3 kg-T

50-yr EDE dose commitment to maximum exposed individual at 1 km distance,
assuming T as HTO: 0.50 mSv/g-T. The maximum mobility doses correspond to a
passive safety assessment without confinement. The confinement release doses
correspond tc a regulatory safety assessment.
* - All tritium inventories are listed at least once in this table. Items
with at star are listed more than once.
>> - Uncertainty factor: 1st nurriier is upper uncertainty; 2nd is lower.

releases greater than 10 hours. The wind meander credit only applies to the
maximum exposed individual and not to the local area population dose.
Tables IX-4 and IX-5 repeat Tables IX-2 and IX-3, except they are for
the technology phase. Most Fuel Cycle inventories do not change between
phases as equipment is designed for the technology phase.
During the physics phase, the PFC material is carbon, so there is
insignificant activation dust hazard. Yet, there is significant tritium inventory, in
both the dust and surface co-deposited layers. During the technology phase, the
PFC material is tungsten, so there is less tritium but more activation hazard. The
tritium inventory in tungsten is about 200 g-T, uncertain by at least an order of
magnitude up and down.
The reference tritium inventories in Tables IX-3 and IX-5 correspond to
a tritium burn fraction in the plasma of about 2.6%. If it were possible to design
the tritium processing systems for a higher burn fraction, tritium inventories in
Fuel Cycle Systems would decrease.
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TABLE IX-6.
CONFINEMENT ZONE CONHGURATION DURING
NORMAL OPERATION

Zone name Gas
Vacuum zone Vacuum

Pressure
< 1 Pa

Purpose
Provide vacuum
during operation

Inert gas

Helium

< 1 atm

Prevent accidental
ingress of air
into vacuum
chamber;
Minimize impurities
contacting PFC

Inert gas

Nitrogen < 1 atm

Volumes and Systems
included in Zone
Plasma chamber
Cryostat
Vacuum ducts
NBI ducts
Maintenance boxes
Vacuum pump room
Fuelling room
Enclosures:
LH components
ECRH components
Plasma diagnostics
Test modules

Prevent accidental Neutral beam room
ingress of air
Tritium gloveboxes
into vacuum chamber

Closed air Air
confinement

< 1 atm

Provide passive
confinement of
major radioactivity
inventories, I.e.,
confine major
inventories without needing to
actively isolate
from environment

Open air
Air
confinement

< 1 atm

Provide confinement Circulating Air
fir minor
Detritiation room
inventories
Some tritium systems

Controlled, Air
outside main
confinement

ambient

Protect workers

Uncontrolled Air

ambient

Normal industrial
work environment
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Inert Gas Detritiation system
Fuel cleanup system
Some tritium systems
Primary coolant heat
exchangers and
pumps for FW/
blanket/divertor
Crane hall

Onsite storage of
radioactive wastes

Fig. IX-3. Integration of radioactivity confinement with ventilation and tritium
systems
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Short-lived isotopes dominate most safety hazards associated with
activation products (decay heat, early doses). Thus, significant activation safety
hazards develop already early in the D-T portion of the physics phase. Mn-56 in
steel has a halflife of 256 h and generally dominates steel decay heat in accidents.
W-187 has a halflife of 23.9 h and often dominates dose from tungsten releases.
Such short-lived isotopes accumulate quickly once D-T operation starts.
The most hazardous isotopes in irradiated tungsten are W-187 and
Re-186, both are produced from stable W-186 (28.6% natural abundance). In
principle, the activation hazards from tungsten could be reduced by perhaps an
order of magnitude by isotopic tailoring of tungsten to remove W-186 [3]. Tables
IX-2 and IX-4 do not consider isotopic tailoring. "
We have no safety assessments yet for plasma diagnostics. Some may
offer ways to fail the vacuum boundary or bypass confinement boundaries. Also,
some may pose additional safety hazards depending on materials, activation
levels, accumulated tritium, and contribution to tokamak dust.
1X3. RADIOACTIVITY CONFINEMENT
The tokamak and tritium buildings contain many types of equipment,
with varying levels of radioactivity, maintenance access, and accident hazards.
The experimental nature of ITER requires flexibility. The confinement approach
uses various zones to provide this flexibility, while providing necessary
confinement. The zones are vacuum vessel, two inert gases (helium and
nitrogen), closed air circulation, and open air once-through ventilation. Some
zone boundaries or conditions will change as a function of the machine operating
state. Table IX-6 summarizes the confinement zones as configured for routine
tokamak operation. Figure IX-3 illustrates the integration with ventilation
systems.
The radioactivity confinement will be an integrated system, including
various confinement zones, barriers that separate zones, and specific gas
compositions. The confinement must function during tokamak operation,
maintenance, and accidents. The confinement and tokamak building also must
provide protection against severe external initiators that are credible for the
selected site. The confinement should be as passive as possible.
The recommended design effluent leak rate for the confinement during
operation is 0.1% of volume per day. For accident scenarios where the radioactivity confinement works, there is still some leakage from the tokamak building.
For accidents without pressurization, the estimate is 0.1%/day. For those
accidents that pressurize confinement volumes, the leak rate may rise to 1%/day.
There is a special active system, the Emergency Exhaust Decontamination
System (EEDS), to keep negative confinement pressure unless there is a massive
water or cryogen spill.
Tables IX-2 through IX-5 include estimates of the effective release
fraction from confinement. For most cases, we estimate this as 2% [3], assuming
that negative pressure or decontamination is restored within 7 days of the
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accident. Tritium is considered a gas or vapor. Activation products are
considered aerosols.
The aerosol model includes gravitational settling and convective
diffusion to surfaces, both require an assumption with regard to characteristic
length. "We have set that length as 1 m. Also, for shorter-lived isotopes, we
consider radiological decay within the confinement before release. We know
little about the time evolution of aerosol particle diameter, so we conservatively
assume 0.02 [Am, which gives the minimum combined settling plus diffusion [3].
A major potential threat to radioactivity confinement barriers is the
possible use of hot water for PFC bakeout or conditioning. A major exposure to
air or water requires a major bakeout of the PFC materials. The temperature is
350 °C for carbon or 180 °C for metals. The 350 °C carbon bakeout will be
done with hot helium. Major disruptions or water accumulation require
conditioning of the PFC materials at 250 °C (carbon) or 180 °C (metals).
Frequent minor conditioning or even normal operation may require PFC
temperatures up to 150 °C. The reference design specifies no use of water above
150 °C. This requires a non-water method to attain PFC conditioning at 250 °C
(carbon) and 180 °C (metals).
The water temperature in the various in-vessel systems (first wall,
divertor, blanket, shield, vacuum vessel) is below 150°C during operation.
According to present analyses, leaks of such water into the vacuum vessel would
not exceed the design pressure of 200 kPa. If PFC conditioning would use water
above 150 °C, water leaks would likely iail the vacuum vessel, without pressure
relief.
Spills of low temperature writer (< 100 °C) from divertor, first wall, or
blanket coolant water would not exf sed 30 kPa building overpressure if the water
relieves into large (105 m3) volumes, such as the crane hall. If the building does
not have to withstand overpressures of over 30 kPa, there should be little cost
impact.
Spills of hot water (>100°C) by ex-chamber LOCA during PFC
conditioning may exceed 30 kPa even if relieved into the crane hall. A filter/vent
system protects radioactivity confinement if this happens. More sophisticated
calculations may reduce the expected overpressures. During worst case accidents
that trigger the filter/vent system, we assume that the filter/vent system captures
99.9% of the aerosols, 95% of HTO, and nothing from the elemental tritium.
The crane hall has a special role in confinement of overpressure. It
serves as a buffer volume, which may be contaminated. It is important to keep
plant personnel out of the crane hall when there is a risk of contamination. No
manned access in the crane hall is allowed during tokamak operation or vertical
maintenance. It is not yet clear if manned access to the crane hall can be allowed
during bakeout and conditioning.
Presently, we do not know the ultimate bakeout/conditioning methods,
temperatures, duration, or frequency. The design and the safety analyses have to
accommodate some uncertainty. Thus, the filter/vent and worst-case analyses
anticipate that high temperature water > 100°C may be present during (or
immediately before) a pulse.
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TABLE IX-7. UPPER BOUND ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

IN-VESSEL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (IN-LOCA) and/or
LOSS OF VACUUM ACCIDENT fLOVAl DUE TO IN-LOCA
Disruption, runaway electrons, or earthquake cause major water ingress
from PFC coolant systems into the torus. Steam pressurizes torus. PFC
temperatures decrease quickly; thus volatility of PFC surfaces is minimal.
Releases from PFC dust, tritium in coolants, tritium in near-torus systems, and
activated corrosion products corresponding to the mobility and confinement
release fractions in Table IX-2 through IX-5.
Physics phase
Maximum dose with confinement (mSv)
24
Maximum dose without confinement (mSv) 1200
Uncertainty factor
3x

Technology phase
11
900
lOx

COMPLETE EX-VESSEL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (EX-LOCAt WITHOUT LOVA
Earthquake, magnet motion, water hammer, disruption, or pipe whip
cause several ring headers to fail, spilling coolant from PFC and blanket. Purge
stream continues to remove tritium from blanket. Plasma shuts down; but decay
heat is not removed. Reference LOCA temperature is 700 + 100 °C for divertor,
600 + 100 °C for first wall, lasting for 1 week. Releases from tritium in breeder
and beryllium, tritium in coolants, and activated corrosion products. Use of four
separate coolant quadrants may make this scenario outside of regulatory concern.
Physics phase
Maximum dose with confinement (mSv)
0.9
Maximum dose without confinement (mSv)
45
Uncertainty factor
3x

Technology phase
2.3
110
lOx

COMPLETE EX-VESSEL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (EX-LOCAl WITH LOVA
Same as above, except that high temperature leads to LOVA, so that air
enters the torus. So, in addition to above scenario, this also mobilizes tokamak
dust and causes oxidation-driven volatility. Releases from volatilized species,
PFC dust, tritium in breeder and beryllium, tritium in near-torus systems, tritium
in coolants, and activated corrosion products. Use of four separate coolant
quadrants may make this scenario outside of regulatory concern.
Physics phase
Maximum dose with confinement (mSv)
25
Maximum dose without confinement (mSv) 1200
Uncertainty factor
3x
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Technology phase
65
4800
lOx

TABLE IX-7. UPPER BOUND ACCIDENT SCENARIOS (conf)

MAJOR TRITIUM PROCESSING SYSTEMS ACCIDENT
Major accident like hydrogen explosion or earthquake in tritium
processing systems, fails most tritium processing systems. Releases from tritium
process systems. Provisions for inert gas may make this scenario outside
regulatory concern.
Physics phase Technology phase
Maximum dose with confinement (mSv)
12
11
Maximum dose without confinement (mSv)
600
700
Uncertainfy factor
3x
3x

IX.4. ACTIVE SAFETY SYSTEMS
Active safety systems bridge the range between the safety provided by
basic processing equipment and the passive safety features. Even with good
design and passive safety, it will be reasonable to implement active safety systems
or features.
First, active safety systems reduce the risk to the public as compared to
passive features above.
Second, some passive safety features prevent risk to the public, but do
not fully protect the machine itself. For example, radiation and conduction heat
transfer seem sufficient to prevent a major public safety hazard from a loss of
coolant and decay heat. We estimate the reference LOCA temperatures at
700 ± 100 °C for the divertor and 600 ± 100 °C for the first wall. Such
temperatures may cause irreparable deformation (and occupational doses during
repair), leading to termination of the machine mission. That is, components may
be lodged in place and could not be removed/replaced.
Third, some passive safety features allow conditions that can be
tolerated only a limited number of times because of cyclic damage. For example,
in the event of a major loss of coolant and failure of all active systems, there is
the passive safety feature of triggering a hard plasma disruption via impurity
injection. The machine must survive 500 full disruptions and 1000 1/3-power
disruptions during the physics phase. The expected number of disruptions is
about half during the technology phase. Thus, it is desirable to minimize the
number of times an impurity injection triggers a disruption. Assuming that an
active plasma shutdown system would have a softer disruption than a passive one,
active plasma shutdown systems should be provided.
Fourth, it may be costly or time consuming to restart the machine
following function of certain passive safety features.
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IX.5. SUMMARY OF ACCIDENT CONCERNS IN TERMS OF DOSES
Table IX-7 shows the upper board accident scenarios and the
corresponding doses calculated for the maximum exposed individual. All
accidents of regulatory concern would be less severe than those in Table IX-7
since the scenarios generally involve loss of all water from all cooling systems.
Weather and release parameters are assumed to be worst case - class F stability,
1-m/s wind, groundlevel release, 1 km site boundary, no evacuation, and no
sheltering. Table IX-1 and Chapter X list several recommendations for the
ITER EDA that will reduce doses.
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X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From the safety and environmental viewpoint, ITER is ready for EDA.
There are safety and environmental concerns to be resolved by further design
and future safety research. In particular, the design and safety assessment for the
divertor and first wall (PFC) remain uncertain. The PFC materials and design
are critical to know the tritium inventory, activation product hazards, chemical
energy release, plasma shutdown behavior, and protection against disruptions
and runaway electrons. Yet, the present assessment is adequate to draw a broad
picture of ITER safety and environmental impact.

X.l. MAJOR CONCLUSIONS
- The conceptual design is consistent with anticipated regulatory dose limits for
routine exposure of the public and plant personnel. We estimate the maximum
public dose from atmospheric effluents to be about 10 [iSv/yr, lower than the
target of 50 (XSv/yr. This is one half of the 100 ^iSv anticipated effluent dose
limit.
- Safety analyses show that the conceptual design is consistent with the
anticipated regulatory dose limit for accidents, 100 mSv. These analyses have
identified potential problems and uncertainties to be resolved in the EDA and
via safety research. This conclusion assumes that the divertor substrate is either
niobium or copper. There is insufficient information to quantitatively assess a
molybdenum (or Mo-Re) substrate.
- The dominant accident hazard in the physics phase is tritium. The carbon PFC
causes about half the 6 kg-T onsite inventory. Tritium associated with PFC
carbon includes tritium co-deposited on carbon, tritium in carbon dust, and
tritium in carbon waste processing.
- The dominant accident hazard in the technology phase is activated tungsten.
The best approach to insuring the safety of tungsten activation products is to
keep the tungsten cool, to about 500 °C in any accident. The tritium inventory
decreases by about 3 kg-T with the assumed removal of carbon in the
technology phase. Up to 1 kg-T accumulates in the beryllium multiplier during
the technology phase. So, the technology phase tritium inventory is about 4 kg
-Ton site at ITER.
- The site selection and corresponding public officials will decide precise
regulatory limits and standards.
- Waste management regulations vary considerably in ITER countries. Thus,
waste management cannot be quantified nor optimized until a specific site is
selected.
- The accident severity caused by external initiators (earthquakes, aircraft
impact) cannot be quantified until site selection.
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X.2. TECHNICAL RESULTS
Besides the preceding major conclusions, the most relevant conclusions
are the following.
X2.1. Regulations
Dose limits for routine effluents and accidents are generally uniform
among ITER countries. The maximum dose for accidents of regulatory concern
is 50 to 250 mSv. Major design standards approach uniformity among most
ITER countries. Waste management regulations differ significantly among
countries, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Before site selection, the best measure of accident hazard to the public is
"early dose". This is the calculated 50-yr Effective Dose Equivalent (EDE) from
inhalation, groundshine, and cloudshine within one week of the event.
Accident doses from long-term exposure are more site dependent than
doses from early exposure. Ingestion typically dominates such chronic dose.
Ingestion dose is heavily influenced by soil, agricultural land type and
productivity, and diet parameters. Population doses from long-term groundshine
and inhalation doses are heavily influenced by population density. Without
mitigating actions like food interdiction, the public doses from long-term
exposure could be higher than doses from early exposure by an order of
magnitude for tritium, and by two orders of magnitude for activation products.
There are specific local and national regulatory details that could
influence the ITER design. Major examples include earthquakes, high velocity
aircraft impact, inclusion of ingestion into regulatory dose limits, and waste
management regulations.
X.2.2. Passive safety assessment
The two major motivations for developing fusion energy are the potential to be safer than the competition and the potential to secure a virtually
unlimited future energy source. To guide fusion toward fulfilling its high safety
and environmental potential, ITER has objectives including passive safety, which
also improves reliability and demonstrability.
In the extreme case of all active safety systems and radioactivity
confinement failing, passive safety features are not yet adequate to limit public
doses to about 100 mSv (10 rem). Thus, ITER is not now fully "passively safe".
Ideas exist that, if implemented and validated by research, would improve safety
performance. Specifically, the degree of passive safety should increase with the
following three actions:
1.
2.
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Reduce the use of carbon and the corresponding tritium inventories and
chemical reactions.
Increase tritium burn fraction from 2.6% as much as possible, thereby
reducing tritium inventories.

3.

Solve the tungsten volatility problem by removing tungsten, lowering
LOCA temperatures, shorten LOCA duration, or removing water
coolant.

X.2.3. Plasma physics
Our studies indicate that plasma physics assumptions and operating
modes have significant safety impact. Examples are the tritium burn fraction,
thermal energy deposition from plasma disruptions, electromagnetic forces from
plasma disruptions, damage from runaway electrons, potential short-term
overpower transients if the plasma is thermally unstable, ability to shutdown the
plasma passively and quickly, and need for vertical position control. Future
physics and safety research should improve safety performance in these areas.
In particular, the need for normal and off-normal burn control is vital,
including emergency shutdown. If all active burn control systems fail, there may
be a possibility of overpower transients up to 2 times normal power, depending
on the applicable beta limit. The overpower transient is self-limiting since it
would trigger a disruption. Studies of burn stability and control must have high
priority.
X.2.4. Plasma Facing Components (PFC)
Most major safety issues are associated with the PFC and the potential
loss of integrity of the vacuum vessel.
The safety performance of carbon would be enhanced by keeping surface temperatures in the 600 to 1000 °C range, by keeping the tokamak dust
inventory low ( < 1 kg), by periodically removing co-deposited tritium layers, and
by providing inert gas around the vacuum boundary. The physics phase design
has 90% of the carbon tiles up to 1000 °C, 9% up to 1500 °C, and 1% up to
1800 °C. For this design, carbon reactions with air extinguish themselves; that is,
there is no self-sustaining fire. Carbon-steam reactions with steam do not appear
capable of producing enough hydrogen for an explosive mixture in the torus,
subsequent to air ingress.
Carbon dust explosions are possible if the dust concentration in air is
between 0.015 and 10 kg/m and if the temperature exceeds about 600 °C. The
concentration to produce the strongest dust explosions is 0.5 to 1.0 kg/m3.
Current estimates of the carbon dust inventory range from 2 to 200 kg,
corresponding to dust concentrations in the vacuum vessel of 0.001 to 0.1 kg/m .
Assured dust control must be developed.
The safety performance with tungsten as the plasma facing material
would be enhanced by keeping temperatures below 500 C in all loss-of-cooling
accidents and by keeping the dust inventory low (< 1 kg).
A combination of carbon and tungsten armor materials may be worse
than either individually. A combination would have some of the carbon-related
tritium and conditioning concerns together with the activation of tungsten.
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The safety ramifications of other near-plasma materials are less clear.
Examples include copper (blanket side walls or antennae), niobium, molybdenum
or Mo-Re (potential divertor tubes), and yet unknown materials for plasma
diagnostics.
X.2J5. Tritium Fuel Cycle
Reducing overall tritium inventories in the various Fuel Cycle
components by a factor of five would make each of these components passively
safe with respect to 100-mSv public early dose. This may be done by a
combination of increasing the tritium burn fraction in the plasma, reducing the
need for high purity tritium, decreasing water impurity into the torus, allowing
more protium in the fuel, and developing advanced tritium system components.
Physics specifications allow 10% He ions in the plasma center. If He
and hydrogen species transported the same, there would be 10% He atoms in the
plasma exhaust, which would correspond to a tritium burn fraction of 20%.
Present physics calculations show a ratio of He to D-T atoms in the plasma
exhaust of 2.5%, which corresponds to a burn fraction of 5%. To provide design
margin and flexibility, the current design is based on about 2.6% burn fraction.
A mixture of more than 4% hydrogen in air may combust. With one
exception (pellet injector room), if the entire hydrogen inventory in all
components in any given room were released to the room, the hydrogen
concentration would stay below 3%. This then provides a safety factor of 5
versus the explosion limit of 14% hydrogen. If the hydrogen inventory in the
pellet injector were all released into the pellet injector room, the hydrogen
concentration would be 7%, sufficient for combustion but not for an explosion.
Yet, the pellet injector room is filled with helium gas to reduce the chance of
hydrogen combustion. The largest hydrogen inventory is 24 kg-D2 in the neutral
beam injectors. However, since this equipment is in a large room, the maximum
hydrogen. Concentration is low. Still, the neutral beam room is filled with
nitrogen.
X.2.6. Nuclear Engineering
Activation hazards would be reduced by confirming ways to keep the
inventory of tokamak erosion dust below 1 kg and to keep the maximum metal
temperatures to 500 °C in complete loss-of-cooling accidents (LOCA). This dust
arises from erosion and sputtering of PFC materials. These actions would assure
that the activation product inventory would be passively safe with respect to 100mSv public early dose.
Hands-on maintenance of ex-vessel cooling system components should
be possible for the various steel/water cooling systems, pumps, valves, heat
exchangers. These include the first wall, blanket/shield, and vacuum vessel. The
divertor cooling system will be Nb/water, Mo/water, or Cu/water. The behavior
and amount of activated corrosion products in such systems is poorly known.
The corrosion rates in these high-velocity water systems may be 2 orders of
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magnitude higher than for steel/water. Now, we prudently assume that activated
corrosion products in the divertor system will prevent hands-on maintenance of
ex-vessel divertor coolant systems.
In the first week after a complete loss of coolant from all cooling
systems, we assess the maximum FW temperature to be 600 „+. 100 °C. Similarly,
the maximum divertor temperature is 700 j f . 100 °C. Continued operation of one
or more cooling systems during a major LOCA would lead to temperatures
significantly lower than these upper estimates.
The longer-term temperature following a complete LOCA depends on
the boundary conditions, i.e., what is the ultimate heat sink. Adequate design of
the coil thermal shield and removal of the concrete shield around the cryostat
would help in this regard. Lower decay heat materials like ferritic steels would
help.
The overall safety and environmental performance appears dominated
by PFC, Tritium Fuel Cycle, and physics issues. The blanket/shield appears to
play a secondary role in the determining overall ITER safety.
Breeding tritium in ITER has the safety advantages of reducing tritium
transportation shipments to the site and probably decreasing the activation/decay
heat inventory. Neutrons absorbed in breeding materials are not activating steel
nor generating tritium in neutron absorber materials like boron.
Breeding tritium in ITER has the safety disadvantages of increasing the
tritium inventory in the blanket (especially in the beryllium multiplier), inclusion
of the blanket tritium recovery system, and increased throughput in the Fuel
Cycle systems.
Detailed safety trade off between breeding and non-breeding can be
done after site selection. At present, the safety trade-off between breeding and
non-breeding is not clear, but does not appear to be a strong safety motivation
either way. This is primarily because non-blanket issues like the PFC dominate
the safety picture.
The decommissioning waste will be about 20,000 tonnes. Depending on
national waste criteria and how long one waits before disposal, 0 to 30% may
require deep geological disposal. The rest (70 to 100 %) could be disposed by
either near-surface or shallow geological burial.
There will be roughly 10,000 tonnes of waste due to operational
replacements over the ITER lifetime. Most of this could be disposed by either
near-surface or shallow geological burial. The exception is the divertor (Nb or
Mo) which will generate (per replacement) about 100 tonnes for deep geological
burial. This is estimated to be about 1,500 tonnes over the ITER lifetime.
X.2.7. Radioactivity confinement
Besides active and passive safety features, ITER needs robust radioactivity confinement to meet anticipated regulatory accident dose limits. The
vacuum vessel (and associated vacuum extensions) play a major safety role. The
largest and most mobile radioactivity inventories are within the vacuum
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boundary. Most of the postulated severe accidents that might lead to high offsite
doses include failure of the vacuum boundary.
A potential threat to radioactivity confinement barriers is the possible
use of hot water for PFC bakeout or conditioning. A major exposure to air or
water requires a major bakcout of the PFC materials. The temperature is 350
°C for carbon or 180 °C for metals. The 350 °C carbon bakeout will be done
with hot helium. Major disruptions or water accumulation require conditioning
of the PFC materials at 250 °C (carbon) or 180 °C (metals). Frequent minor
conditioning or even normal operation may require PFC temperatures up to 150
°C.
The reference design specifies no use of water above 150 °C. This
requires a non-water method to attain PFC conditioning at 250 °C (carbon) and
180 °C (metals), e.g., steam heating or non-thermal means.
The water temperature in the various in-vessel systems (first wall,
divertor, blanket, shield, vacuum vessel) is below 150 °C during operation.
Available analyses show that leaks of such water into the vacuum vessel would
not exceed the design pressure of 200 kPa, or 100 kPa overpressure. If PFC
conditioning uses water above 150 °C, water leaks would likely result in
overpressure sufficient to fail the vacuum vessel unless some pressure relief
system is developed.
Spills of low temperature water (< 100 °C) from divertor, first wall, or
blanket coolant water would not exceed 30 kPa building overpressure if the water
relieves into large (10 m 3 ) volumes, such as the crane hall. If the building does
not have to withstand overpressures of over 30 kPa, there should be little cost
impact.
Spills of hot water (> 100 °C) during PFC conditioning may exceed
30 kPa even if relieved into the crane hall. A filter/vent system protects
radioactivity confinement if this happens. More sophisticated calculations may
show that the expected overpressures are lower.
The severity of external initiators (earthquakes, aircraft impact, etc.)
depends strongly on the site. The design and cost of confinement can be
significantly influenced by the severity of external initiators, hence by the site
selection.
Releases of W-Re activation products are dominated by short-lived
isotopes so that the effective maximum release fraction from the confinement is
0.5 to 1.7%, even if negative pressure or decontamination are never restored.
Other aerosols (steel, Nb) have 4% effective release fraction, even if negative
pressure or decontamination are never restored. With 7-day restoration of
negative pressure or decontamination, tritium, steel, and Nb have a 2% effective
release fraction.
X.2.8. Magnets
The magnet system does not contain significant radioactivity inventories
but the large energy inventory is a potential accident initiator. In theory, without
good design, magnets could release energy in such a way to damage the vacuum
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chamber, coolant lines, tritium systems, or fail confinement barriers. Safety
assessments of the ITER magnet system suggest that this is not possible, but one
or two remain which need further analysis during the EDA. The key issue for
detailed engineering and analysis is to insure that movement of inboard coil legs
is not possible in transients with unbalanced currents and forces.
X.2.9. ITER test program
ITER will be the first significant fusion test environment with plasma,
neutrons, and magnetic fields. The ITER testing value should be maximized,
subject to cost penalties, risk to the public, and risk to the machine. Two basic
safety issues relevant to the conceptual design have been considered in the testing
program:
1.
2.

What limitations do safety considerations place on the testing program?
How can these limitations be overcome by modifying the design of test
components or the basic machine?
What safety research value can (and should) be obtained from ITER?
How can this be enhanced by design?

The main safety limit on testing appears to be the amount of liquid
metals in test modules. With a single barrier around the liquid metal, perhaps
0.1 m -Li or 0.6 m-17Li83Pb could be tested. With two barriers between the
liquid metal and either torus or water, perhaps 1 m 3-Li and 10 m -17Li83Pb
could be tested in spite of their chemical reactivity.
The ITER test modules will help qualify low activation materials for
future fusion use. However, ITER should be supplemented by a high fluence 14MeV neutron source to provide end-of-life radiation damage data for such
materials. The combination of ITER operation, ITER test program, and a 14MeV neutron source should provide the basis for low tritium inventories and low
activation materials to make fusion energy quite safe and environmentally benign.
ITER will provide substantial safety data, both planned and unplanned.
Data will include failure rates, failure types, failure effects, behavior of divertors,
off-normal plasma behavior, etc. As the design progresses, attention is needed to
insure that full testing benefit be obtainable from ITER, subject to not
endangering the machine or public.
X.3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ENGINEERING DESIGN ACTIVITY
(EDA)
The ITER Team has implemented many safety recommendations
contained in the 1988 and 1989 ITER safety reports [1,2] and in the confinement
document [3]. The present implementations produce a design that would meet
anticipated regulatory requirements. However, to further improve the safety and
environmental performance and to increase safety margins, we offer the
following recommendations for study in the EDA.
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Unit

Issue

Plasma Facing
Components •

Carbon reactions with
Keep all carbon under 1000 C.
air and steam
Tritium inventory in and Keep all carbon above 600 °C.
Provide regular cleaning.
on carbon
Use non-carbon options for PFC,
Overall safety

Recommendations

Plasma Facing Tungsten reactions with
Keep tungsten under 500 °C,
Components
air or steam releasing
including LOCA's.
and Blanket
energy or radioactivity
Plasma Facing Beryllium reactions with
air and steam
Components

Keep beryllium under 800 C.

Plasma Facing Hater reactions with PFC
materials
Components

Limit water ingress to torus
when PFC pipe breaks. Use
double barriers between
water and torus.
Keep water below 100 C or
use non-water methods.

Accident overpressure
from leak of hot water
during PFC conditioning
Plasma Facing Runaway electron damage
Components
Activated dust and dust
explosions
Misfire of neutral beams
or pellet injector

Specify spectrum of particle
energy, energy flux, location,
and frequency, then accomnodate by design.
Provide method to limit tokamak
dust below 1 kg.
Avoid damage propagating
into an accident.

Fuel Cycle
and Physics

Tritium inventories
in Fuel Cycle

Increase tritium burn fraction
to 10 to 15%.

Magnets

Unprotected quench of
superconducting coils

Confine any damage to the
magnet systems.

X.4. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS FOR SITING ITER
There must be sufficient site data available to assess compliance with
national and local safety and environmental regulations. The severity of credible
external initiators must be consistent with the safety approach that the building
design provides radioactivity confinement against all credible external initiators.
Ultimately, regulatory officials for the selected site will decide what "credible"
means. Sites with less severe external initiators promote safety.
There must be sufficient separation between the public and the tokamak
building to allow for regulatory approval. Sites with greater site boundary
distances, lower agricultural productivity, or lower population density offer the
potential to reduce doses. However, sites may also differ in the degree to which
regulators may allow credit for various types of safety systems and features.
It must be possible to transport tritium fuel to the site, at a rate of about
2 kg-T/yr. It must either be possible to transport radioactive waste from the site
or provide onsite disposal of waste.
Ultimately, the safety of ITER operation will depend on the experience
and expertise of the people constructing and operating the machine. Thus, there
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are safety benefits if the site has extensive experience in building, operating, and
decommissioning nuclear facilities.
During the CDA, ITER safety personnel focused on determining quantitative regulatory dose limits in various countries. There was less focus on the
details of obtaining formal regulatory approval. Yet, some matters are
reasonably clear [4].
First, the regulatory approval process in many countries can require
much time. The duration of the regulatory approval process may vary from
under a year to several years. Planning of the future ITER schedule must
consider regulatory safely approvals.
Second, the regulatory approval process varies from country to country.
In particular, the timing of formal regulatory reviews varies. In some countries,
regulatory officials will not start reviews until a formal commitment to build. In
some countries, regulatory officials will start reviews before building
commitment, but require funding from the project being considered for approval.
In other countries, regulatory approval must be granted before a formal
commitment to build.
Planning of the future ITER schedule must consider this variance among
countries. When practical in the EDA, the new organization should try to obtain
safety and regulatory information for potential sites and identify any special
problems [4].
X.5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SAFETY R&D FOR ITER
Research tasks will improve the safety performance and confidence of
the design [5]. The Physics Plan is well summarized and all safety issues are
included [6]. For the Technology Plan [7] is less clear what safety items have been
included.
X.5.1. Safety issues in the Physics R&D Plan [6]
- Tests on existing tokamaks to study the physics of rapid, effective, passive
plasma shutdown methods. Termination of burn within 1 s is highly desirable
and recommended. See task PH 5.09.
- Tests on existing tokamaks to study tokamak dust production and mobilization
and to find a way to keep the mobile tokamak dust inventory in ITER below 1
kg. See tasks PH 1.05b and 1.07a.
- Study tritium behavior in near-plasma materials - carbon, beryllium, opper,
steel, tungsten, molybdenum, and niobium. The goal is to keep the total of such
tritium inventories below 200 g-T. See tasks PH 1.05a and 1.07a.
- Tests on existing tokamaks, supported by analysis, to study H/He recycling and
pumping with the specific intent to reduce tritium throughput (increase tritium
burnup). See tasks PH 1.01/e, 1.03, and 1.04.
- Tests on existing tokamaks to characterize disruption effects and validate
computer models, including runaway electrons. See tasks PH 2.01 and 2.02.
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- Tests on existing tokamaks to study methods to reduce disruption frequency or
reduce disruption effects, including runaway electrons. See tasks FH 2.03 and
2.06.
X.5.2. Safety issues for the Technology R&D Plan [7]
The first three issues are not yet in the Technology R&D plan.
- Tests to measure the transport characteristics of ITER aerosols within the
tokamak building. Test data are needed to that later design analysis can show
99% retention of aerosols by the confinement.
- Tests to demonstrate the effectiveness of filters in capturing ITER aerosols and
tritium. The goals for activation products and aerosols are 99.95% efficiency for
routine operation and 99.9% for accidents. Passive filtration techniques are
preferred versus active. In particular, search for a way to passively capture
elemental tritium, e.g. room temperature wet-proof catalysts.
- Tests to reduce uncertainty in activation calculations to 20% - 30%.
- Tests on existing tokamaks to develop and demonstrate rapid, effective, passive
plasma shutdown hardware.
- Equipment tests to limit mobile tokamak dust below 1 kg.
- Study tritium behavior in near-plasma materials - carbon, beryllium, copper,
steel, tungsten, molybdenum, and niobium. The goal is to keep the total of such
inventories below 200 g-T.
- Tests to determine chemical reaction rates of near-plasma materials with air
and water.
- Tests to determine activation product volatility from near-plasma materials in
steam and in air due to high temperature oxidation - beryllium, copper, steel,
tungsten, molybdenum, and niobium.
- Tests and analysis to study activated corrosion product behavior, especially the
divertor. The goal is to have enough data so that future design analyses can find
where manned access is possible around such coolant systems.
- Tests on existing tokamaks to characterize disruption effects and validate
computer models, including runaway electrons.
- Tests to confirm methods to reduce disruption frequency and effects, including
runaway electrons.
- Tests to study the tritium behavior in beryllium multiplier to find methods to
reduce the tritium inventory or reduce the potential to mobilize this inventory.
- Initiate research and development of continuous regeneration crvopumps to
reduce hazardous tritium inventory in vacuum pumps.
- Tests to study off-normal tritium behavior and chemical reactivity of tritium
storage bed materials.
- Tests to remove activation products on-line from 17Li83Pb.
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